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Paving the way for the “estab-
lishment of all the three

tiers of grassroots-level democ-
racy in Jammu & Kashmir like
in other parts of the country for
the first time since
Independence”, the Union
Cabinet on Wednesday
approved the adoption of the
Jammu & Kashmir Panchayati
Raj Act, 1989.

“The three-tier system was
not there in Kashmir before.
They did not have the oppor-
tunity to elect their local rep-
resentatives. This step redeems
the promise made by Prime
Minister Narendra Modi in
Kashmir, and the Home
Minister in Parliament. This
will help the people of J&K to
elect their representatives at the
village, block and district lev-
els,” Information and
Broadcasting Minister Prakash
Javadekar said.

“Now, there will be early
elections, and the power to
manage local bodies will go to
the people,” he said, adding that
the J&K administration is
working on the adaptation of
other laws following the abro-
gation of Article 370 and divi-
sion of the State into two
Union Territories by giving
Ladakh a separate UT status.

There is a lot of homework
to be done, but the principle
has been established, Javadekar
asserted even as several Union
Ministers took to Twitter to hail
the Cabinet decision.

Terming the Union
Cabinet’s approval a watershed
moment in the history of J&K,
Lieutenant Governor Manoj
Sinha said the Government of
India has fully applied the
73rd Constitutional
Amendment 1992 to the UT of
J&K which was pending for the
last 28 years. With this, all three
tiers of Panchayati Raj
Institutions shall be formed for
the first time in the history of
Jammu & Kashmir, he
said.

The Jammu & Kashmir
administration had on
Saturday amended the Jammu
& Kashmir Panchayati Raj Act
to provide for setting up
District Development Councils
(DDCs). Under the new
arrangement, the DDCs are set
to become a new unit of gov-
ernance in the UT, thereby
completing the implementation
of the three tier system.

The landmark decision is

expected to ensure liberal fund-
ing of Central Government
schemes aimed at improving

the living conditions of the
masses and also strengthen
the rural infrastructure in the
remote and hilly areas.

Ahead of the abrogation of
Article 370, the existing District
Development Boards were
abolished to pave way for the
establishment of two tiers of
Panchayati Raj Institutions.
The decision was necessitated
because the existing guidelines
of the DDBs had no provision
for any transfer of funds or
responsibility to Block
Development Councils (BDC)
or to the Halqa Panchayats as
these tiers of local Government
had not been in existence in the
State earlier. 
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With a view to encourage
spending, generate

demand in the economy and
bring cheer to more than 30
lakh non-gazetted employees
during the festival season, the
Centre on Wednesday decided
to give them �3,737 crore as
bonus for 2020-21.

Following the Union
Cabinet’s nod to the proposal,
Information & Broadcasting
Minister Prakash Javadekar
said the bonus will be given in
a single installment, through

Direct Benefit Transfer.
The bonus ahead of

Vijayadashami and Diwali will
encourage the middle-class to
go out and spend and thus add
to the demand in the economy,
he said.

“Payment of bonus to non-
gazetted employees for their
performance in the preceding
year is usually made before
Durga Puja/Dussehra season.
The Government is announc-
ing the Productivity Linked
Bonus (PLB) and ad hoc bonus
for its non-gazetted employees
to be disbursed immediately,” a

press release said.
The PLB for the year 2019-

2020, having financial impli-
cations of �2,791 crore, will
benefit 16.97 lakh non-gazetted
employees of commercial
establishments like Railways,
Posts, Defence, EPFO, ESIC,
among others.

Non-PLB or ad hoc bonus,
which is given to non-gazetted
Central Government employ-
ees, will benefit 13.70 lakh
staff. It will cost the exchequer
�946 crore. A total of 30.67 lakh
employees would be benefited
from the bonus.
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As the situation remains
tense at the Line of Actual

Control (LAC), Defence
Minister Rajnath Singh is like-
ly to visit Sikkim on the occa-
sion of Dussehra to show sol-
idarity with the troops
deployed on the border facing
China there. He may also inau-
gurate a number of road pro-
jects and strategic bridges to
add muscle to the logistical
back-up to the frontline
deployments throughout the
year.

The proposed visit on
October 23-24 comes days
after Rajnath dedicated 44
permanent bridges, mostly in
border areas, to improve sup-
ply lines to the forward deploy-
ments besides local population.
Four of the strategically bridges
are in Sikkim.

The Defence Minister is
also likely to do “shastra puja”
at one of the units in Sikkim.
The puja is a part of a ritual
marking Dussehra celebra-
tions.  Rajnath had performed
a similar ritual in France last
year while receiving the first
Rafale fighter aircraft, 
sources said here on
Wednesday.

He may also review the
current security situation in the
eastern sector of the LAC fol-
lowing the ongoing five month
long stand-off with China.
Both the sides have ramped up
their troop strength besides
deploying heavy weapons all
along the 4,000-km long LAC

stretching from Ladakh in the
west to Arunachal Pradesh
and Sikkim in the east.

Inaugurating the strategi-
cally important bridges in
seven States, including eight

permanent bridges in Ladakh,
to the nation, Rajnath had, on
October 12, said after Pakistan,
China is also creating a dispute
at the border with India as if it
was part of a “mission.”

India is not only facing the
situations along the frontiers
resolutely, but it is also bring-
ing in major development,
including in border areas.  “You
are well aware of the conditions
created along our northern
and eastern borders. First it was
Pakistan, and now also by
China, as if a border dispute is
being created under a mission.
We have a border of about
7,000 km with these countries
where the tension continues,”
the Minister said.
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The Chinese soldier appre-
hended by the Indian

Army in Eastern Ladakh was
handed over to the People’s
Liberation Army (PLA) late on
Tuesday. Identified as
Corporal Wang Ya, the soldier
was released following proper
protocol after his thorough
interrogation by the Indian
agencies. The goodwill gesture
comes ahead of the proposed
eighth round of Corps
Commander-level talks later
this week.

The Chinese soldier, an
armourer in the PLA, was
caught by the Army in the
Demchok sector of Eastern
Ladakh on Monday after he
“strayed” across the LAC,
where both the Armies are
locked in a stand-off for the
last five months.

Giving details of the
Chinese soldier’s release,
sources said, Wang Ya was
handed over to the Chinese
military on Tuesday night at
Chushul-Moldo border meet-
ing point in eastern 
Ladakh.
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New Delhi: Furthering its
commitment to help and
empower the people of J&K,
PM Narendra Modi-led Union
Cabinet has approved the
extension of Market
Intervention Scheme for pro-
curement of 12 lakh metric
tonnes apples. 

“This will enhance the
income of apples growers by
providing an effective market-
ing platform,” tweeted Union
Home Minister Amit Shah.
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From a decision on enabling
10 lakh jobs in their very

first Cabinet meeting if elect-
ed to power to building a
grand “Sita Maiya” (Goddess
Sita) temple in Sitamarhi like
Ayodhya’s Ram Mandir, from
promoting dairy on the pattern
of Denmark to �1,500 month-
ly to unemployed youth, there
are promises galore by the
political parties in their man-
ifestos or vision documents to
lure the voters as the cam-
paigning for the Bihar polls
gain full momentum.

Bihar Assembly elections
will be held in three phases —
on October 28, November 3
and November 7 — and count-
ing of votes will be held on
November 10.

Despite being a part of the
grand alliance, led by the RJD,
the Congress on Wednesday
came out with its own mani-
festo and referred it as “badlav
patr” (letter of change). And,
having decided to go it alone,
Lok Janshakti Party chief
Chirag Paswan unveiled the
vision document of his party
seeking to invoke the Bihari
pride through his slogan,
“Bihar first, Bihari first”.
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Chief Minister Hemant
Soren on Wednesday said

that some forces in the country
are hell bent on destroying the
federal structure of the nation
alongwith Constitutional insti-
tutions. He said that the NDA
government at the Centre is
suppressing the voices of trib-
als, poor and the downtrodden
sections of the society.

Speaking in a virtual con-
ference of the People’s Union
for Civil Liberties (PUCL) he
appealed to the Opposition
parties across the nation to
unite against the Hitler-like
policies of the Central govern-
ment. He, on the occasion, gave
an example of the arrest of
octogenarian Father Stan
Swamy from Ranchi by NIA to
make his point and termed it
“Hitlershahi (Hitler-like
regime)” in the country.

The Chief Minister
demanded release of Swamy, a

Catholic priest known for his
“tireless service” to the tribal
and downtrodden sections of
society in the State.

“An 83-year-old man, who
is suffering from various ail-
ments, is being tortured by the
security agencies. He worked in
the most hostile conditions as
a lighthouse for the poor and
the downtrodden sections of
society in the. This is a time
when there is absolute anarchy
and the Centre is targeting
people with a vicious and vin-
dictive approach. It is high
time that the opposition parties
should unite against this tyran-
ny,” said the JMM Executive
president.

Notably, Father Stan
Swamy was arrested by NIA
from Ranchi earlier this month
in connection with the 2018
Bhima- Koregaon case. The
NIA, in its chargesheet, has
alleged that Swamy had con-

nections with the CPI (Maoist),
a banned Left Wing Extremist
group. After his arrest several
social and religious groups and
social activists across the coun-
try have taken to the street in
protest. The CM, while urging
the Opposition parties and
activists to unite against
Centre’s alleged oppression,
also expressed concern over the
reaction of the NDA govern-
ment if at all the protests inten-
sified. “They will not think
twice before shooting the pro-
testors,” he said.

The JMM leader also flayed
the Central government over
deduction of funds from the
State’s account with the RBI to
pay DVC’s dues and said the
Centre was giving step-moth-
erly treatment to the State. He
said that the BJP was deliber-
ately harassing the states ruled
by UPA partners.

“It can happen with any
State in near future. The Centre
has deducted huge sums from
our coffers in the middle of a
pandemic without even con-
sulting with us. This amounts
to harassment. Jharkhand will
continue its fight against the
tyrannical rule of the Centre,”
he said.
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The Covid-19 tally in Ranchi
drew close to 25,000 on

Wednesday after as many as
647 people, including 163 in
Ranchi alone, tested positive for
the virus in 24 hours, figures
compiled by the National
Health Mission (NHM) stated.

However, despite reporting
the highest number of fresh
cases among all districts in
Jharkhand on the day, the
number of active cases in
Ranchi dropped to 2,023, as the
district also reported 225 Covid
recoveries, a daily Covid-19
bulletin released by the NHM
highlighted.

As per the bulletin, as many
as 24,657 people in Ranchi
have been infected by the virus
so far, and at least 2,023 of them
were still battling the mysterious
virus on Wednesday night.
Ranchi also reported one Covid

casualty on the day, which took
the Covid toll in the district to
163, government data revealed.

Jharkhand on Wednesday
reported two Covid deaths, and
the second casualty occurred in
East Singhbhum, a district that
accounts for 326 of the 851
Covid fatalities reported across
the state so far. The Covid
mortality rate of Jharkhand, as
on Wednesday night, was 0.86
per cent against the national
average of 1.50 per cent.

As many as 619 Covid
patients recovered from the
infection in Jharkhand on the
day. However, Jharkhand’s
Covid recovery rate was still
higher than the national average
of 88.80 per cent. The Covid
recovery rate in Jharkhand was
92.80 per cent on Wednesday.

The government has so far
collected swab samples of
around 29.88 lakh people and
tested 29.75 lakh of them. Of
the 29.75 lakh people tested,

98,061 were found Covid pos-
itive. At least 91,004 Covid
patients have defeated the virus
in the state, while 6206 people
were still infected, figures com-
piled by the NHM highlight.

Meanwhile, the number of
active cases of infection shot up
in East Singhbhum after the
district reported 97 fresh cases
against 46 recoveries on
Wednesday. As per govern-
ment data, there were 1,339
active cases of Covid-19 infec-
tion in this district.

On Wednesday, health
workers tested swab samples of
56,226 people and 55,579 of
them tested negative for the
virus. As per government data,
the growth rate of Covid-19
infection in Jharkhand was
0.55 per cent in the past one
week against the national aver-
age of 0.64 per cent. The dou-
bling rate of Covid infections in
Jharkhand was 126.43 days
against the national average of
108.65 days.
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Jamshedpur: After a brief gap
due to Covid-19, the adminis-
tration conducted massive raids
were conducted by district
administrations at all the four
jails across Kolhan in twin dis-
tricts of Singhbhum and
Seraikela-Kharsawan district
early morning on Wednesday.

The raids three at all the
four jails, including the
Ghaghidih Central Jail in
Jamshedpur and Ghatsila Sub-
jail in Dhalbhumgarh, the other
two jails being Seraikela
Divisional Jail in Seraikela and
Chaibasa Divisional Jail in West
Singhbhum, lasted for three
hours. No objectionable mate-
rials as such from these jails
despite intensive search.

At the Ghaghidih Central
Jail where the raid was con-
ducted by over 100 policemen,
in the presence of eight deputy
superintendents of police for

three hours from 5.30 am, only
two pen-drive were recovered
from the jail inmates.

Revealing about the raid in
the central jail, a police official
said that the raid was led by
Dhalbhum SDO, Nitesh Kumar
Singh and assisted by the eight
DSPs.

" We have been getting
complaints from sources that the
inmates are indulging in objec-
tionable activities. As there are
eight blocks in the central jail,
the district administration had
engaged as many DSPs and
supportive police staff for car-
rying out the raids.  Each of the
1,700 plus jail inmates, includ-
ing undertrial prisoners were
searched  during the prolonged
operation.  At the end of the
search, the raiding party could
recover two pen-drives from the
jail premises," said the 
official. PNS

Ranchi: Coal India Limited
(CIL) for the first time in the
ongoing fiscal on October 20
neutralized the negative growth
in coal production for the year.
The coal production of 265.69
Million Tonnes (MTs) as of
date was at level with last year’s
output on the same date with the
company posting a marginal
0.04 MT increase in volume
terms.

Mahanadi Coalfields
Limited with progressive coal
production of 71.17 MTs, on
20th October, which is a 9.61
MT increase on year-on-year
comparison and Northern
Coalfields Limited at 60 MTs
logging a jump of 3.15 MTs dur-
ing the referred period have
played catalytic role in wiping off
CIL’s negative production trend.

Also, what made this possi-
ble was that beginning
August’20 CIL began posting
strong growth in production and
off-take. Scripting a new high
the company recorded the high-
est ever production and off-take
growth in September’20 clock-
ing 31.6 per cent and 31.7 per
cent respectively. For October as
well till 20th CIL recorded
around 20 per cent growth in
output and 24.3 per cent in off-
take.

“From now on ramping up
coal production would not be a
problem especially with coal
seams exposed, and ready for
production, due to a phenome-

nal growth of 71per cent in over-
burden removal in September
’20 and 22.3 per cent during first
half of the fiscal” said a senior
executive of the coal behemoth.
CIL induced by Covid stifled
slowdown, during the first quar-
ter of FY’21 suffered 11.6 per
cent growth constriction in pro-
duction and 21.5 per cent slump
in off-take. Considering this
huge set back the company
came back strongly in expung-
ing the negative trend in output
on 20th October.

With the industrial and
commercial activity picking up
from July onwards and demand
for coal showing signs of
improvement CIL could shrug
off the Q1’s tepid growth and
clocked a robust 10.6per cent
production increase and near
10per cent growth in off-take
during Q2 of the present fiscal
compared to Q2 of FY’20.

Coal off-take till 20th
October of the current fiscal at
287.19 MTs is trailing by 4.9per
cent compared to the same date
last year.

“However, we are confident
of removing the negative trend
in coal off-take by November
and grow from there on espe-
cially with thermal power plants
and non-regulated sector cus-
tomers showing keenness to lift
increased quantities of coal.
There is also a spike in the auc-
tion sales” said the referred
executive.  PNS

Hazaribag: The Border Security
Force training center and school
Meru in Hazaribag celebrated
the National police commemo-
ration day on Wednesday morn-
ing on the parade ground of the
camp. It honours the memories
of Indian police personnel killed
by China soldiers in the ambush
at a hot spring near Ladakh in
1959.

This Remembrance day
was officially instituted in 1960
and has been observed at the
National level since then. On
Tuesday morning, a grand
parade was organized  at Meru
training center and school. On
the occasion DIG Sultan
Ahmad, DIG CD Agarwal and
other senior officers paid respect
to the martyrs. AS many as 264
personnel who lost their lives in
the line of duty between
September 1, 2019 and August
31, 2020 were remembered at
the police commemoration day
across the country. PNS
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The Bharat Coking Coal
Limited ( BCCL)that

already is reeling under finan-
cial crunch is to take loan
from financial institutions for
paying productive linked
reward ( PLR) to its employees
this puja.

The BCCL board that dis-
cussed the payment of bonus
and other issues on Tuesday
evening has decided to taKe
loan of Rs 280 crores from
financial institutions for pay-
ment one go to its approxi-
mately 40000 employees.

If all moves as planned the
employees may be able to get
the Rs 68500/ employees as
bonus by  Friday of the current
week just ahead of puja.

The discussion of taking
out a loan was taken during the
board meeting .
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In an attempt to ensure victo-
ry of Mahagathbandhan can-

didate Jharkhand Pradesh
Congress Committee (JPCC)
Chief, Rameshwar Oraon and
Agriculture Minister Badal on
Wednesday visited Dumka for
Assembly bye-election cam-
paigning.

In order to go to Dumka,
the State President and
Agriculture Minister reached
Bermo and gave necessary tips
to the leaders involved in the
election campaign to win the
election. Oraon and Badal also
participated in election cam-
paigning during Raja Bazar,

Jaina More and other areas of
Bermo Assembly constituency.
Also instructed the party lead-
ers to assign full responsibility to
the committee at the booth
level and train them.

On this occasion, while
addressing the workers Oraon
said that many impractical deci-
sions of the Central Government
have increased the difficulties of
the people violating the tradition
of undemocratic and federal
system, Rs 1417 crore was
deducted from the State
Government account. "It has
increased the difficulties of the
State Government in the Corona
crisis, but in spite of this the
Government is determined to

provide ration to every poor and
needy family with their
resources," he added.

Reacting to the allegations
by BJP leaders of not being able
to spend despite having the

funds, Oraon said that the
Congress-JMM coalition
Government did not need their
advice. "After the formation of
separate Jharkhand State, what
has been the situation of the peo-
ple of the State during the reign
of about 16 years, it can be eas-
ily understood by looking at the
standard of living of the people
living here, due to the ineffi-
ciency of the then Government,"
he added. Agriculture Minister
Badal said that not only in
Jharkhand, people are witness-
ing resentment across the
Country due to the abuse of BJP
leaders and the use of un-par-
liamentary language. He said
that BJP leaders have lost their

mental balance after being oust-
ed from power and that the peo-
ple of Bermo and Dumka will
respond appropriately in the
upcoming by-elections.

Party's State Spokesperson
Alok Kumar Dubey said that
JPCC Chief and the Agriculture
Minister were welcomed by
party leaders at other places
along the way, including
Dhanbad, in order to reach
Dumka. He said that along with
participating in various electoral
programs in Dumka Assembly
constituency, the two leaders will
meet with leaders and workers
of the party organization sepa-
rately and assign them field-wise
responsibilities.
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Ranchi Deputy
Commissioner Chhavi

Ranjan today held an impor-
tant meeting with senior
administrative officials
assessing the law and order
situation in State Capital
ahead of Durga Puja cele-
bration. The DC directed the
officials to strictly enforce the
State government’s guide-
lines for puja. The meeting,
which was attended by SDM,
ADM Law and order, police
officers and others were
directed by DC to comply
with State government guide-
lines along with different puja committees. 

As per the State government directives,
the height of puja idols has been capped to
four feet. The state government guidelines
primarily focus on curbing chances of
crowding. The government has banned
loudspeakers, public address system, theme
based pandals, light decorations, bhog dis-
tributions, dhakis, fair exhibition and
hosting cultural programmes. 

Moreover, as per State government’s
guidelines, only seven persons will be
allowed entry at the pandals at the time. The
pandals will be closed from three sides.
Guidelines have also been issued for
immersion of idols. 

The DC asked the officers to ensure
from puja committees that social distanc-

ing norms are followed. Use of santisers,
wearing of masks and gloves must be
mandatory. Ranjan, apart from issuing
guidelines on puja pandals, also directed
senior police officers to maintain law and
order situation in the area.

Meanwhile in other development,
HoD, P&A, RIE (III) CMPDI Suman
Rastogi met DC Chaavi Ranjan and hand-
ed over 1000 pieces of masks and 100 units
of oxymetre as part of Corporate Social
Responsibility (CSR).The DC thanked the
CMPDI officials for giving the masks and
oxymetre in fight against the 
coronavirus. 

The DC also met representatives of
Ranchi with masks campaign and assured
full help and support in the noble case.
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DGP of Jharkhand Police MV
Rao had directed SSP and SP

of all 24 districts to float mobile
numbers so that girls and women
in distress can send messages to
police to seek help. On Wednesday
late evening all districts alongwith
Jamshedpur and Dhanbad Railway
police issued names of 26 nodal
officers and their numbers. 

The DGP posted this infor-
mation on his Twitter handle on
Wednesday and said that it is
being done as part of intensive
efforts to curb crime against
women and to ensure safety of girl
children. “All SSPs of districts
across the state are required to pub-
licize WhatsApp numbers by this
evening. Women and girls in dis-
tress can send messages. The same
will be promptly responded to,” the
DGP posted the comment.

The DGP said that all district
police have been asked to release
special social messaging enabled
mobile helpline numbers by
Wednesday evening.The DGP
made this announcement a few
hours after he met Governor
Droupadi Murmu at the Raj
Bhavan on occasion of Police
Commemoration Day. The DGP
also briefed Governor about law

and order situation in Jharkhand
and steps taken by police to
improve policing.

Jharkhand Police has been in
the line if fire in the wake of some
of the heinous rape and murder
case occurring across Jharkhand.
The opposition criticised the gov-
ernment over failure of law and
order in Jharkhand.

Sources said that Jharkhand
Police is obviously under pressure
as there is no easy way to prevent
cases of rape and murder after rape.
Even the DGP who addressed a
press conference on Tuesday said
that no such mechanism is available
with Jharkhand Police to prevent

such cases.
He said that Jharkhand Police

are studying what else steps are
being taken by other states to pre-
vent such crime.

While applauding police; the
DGP said that in 95 per cent of
such cases accused have been
arrested and hearing of the cases
have been fast-tracked. He said that
in most of the cases; accused were
found acquainted with victims.

The DGP said that police will
start an awareness campaign to
prevent the crime against girls and
women.  Parents too will have to
remain watchful about activities
and association of their children.
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At one corner of Ranchi city,
there is a hidden treasure of

knowledge and interest which is
not known to many. Central
Mine Planning and Design
Institute (CMPDI), now intends
to open this museum for the stu-
dents of various schools for their
knowledge enhancement.
Subsequently, it will be opened for
the general public as well on a day
to day basis.

It is the small but remarkably
elegant display of information and
items related to the creation of the
universe and the many-splen-
dored aspects, riches and
resources of our mother earth.
The Earth Science Museum at the
ground floor of the headquarters
of CMPDI is really fascinating in
its content and display and is a
source of great interest to all seek-
ers of knowledge.

CMPDI was willing to estab-
lish such a museum, which would
display aspects of mining but with
a much broader background of
overall information and knowl-
edge for public interest. Around
the year 1991, the Coal India
Management blessed this endeav-

our and a basic design of the
museum was prepared by CMPDI
in-house Architect. Upon
approval, the famous artist and
museum implementer, RA Dutt,
was selected through due proce-
dure to construct and install the
display items.

The beautifully laid out Earth
Science Museum was inaugurat-
ed in the year July 1991 and starts
with the Story of the creation of
the universe 1400 Crore years ago,
then the creation of the solar sys-
tem and our planet earth around
450 crore years ago. These and
many other models and dioramas
in this museum are mechanical-

ly animated and make actual
movements to the interest of the
visitors. Gradually, the displays tell
the stories and mechanisms of
volcanoes, the ocean, the advent
of life on earth and its evolution.

Many rare and genuine sam-
ples like shells, fossils, dinosaur
bones, geological treasures like a
variety of crystals and gemstones,
are also displayed here.
Landforms created in limestone
deposits due to water action i.e.
Karst landforms, including
Stalactite, stalagmite, etc. are also
depicted. Samples of petrified
trunks are also stored in the
museum. The evolution of man

and how cavemen lived, are dis-
played through models. Items of
geological interest like the cross-
section of the earth, hot springs,
petroleum extraction from seabed
and its refining are also shown.
An interesting model shows the
landing of the lunar module on
the moon.

After this general display,
there is a specific gallery dedicated
to displays related to coal mining.
Coal samples of various types are
displayed here with their techni-
cal properties and grades
explained. A large model shows
the entire activities of one typical
underground coal mine and its
allied activities. 

There is a working model of
mechanized open cast mine and
CBM utilization and extraction
which have been made by
CMPDI’s in-house technician
and is a wonder with all machines
and vehicles actually moving. AT
the end, there is the historic iron
capsule which was used to save
the lives of the trapped miners in
the Mahavir colliery mishap in
1989.

The Earth Science Museum
is, thus, a mine of information,
interest and education.

Ranchi: The board meeting of Ranchi Municipal
Corporation held on Wednesday after a gap of five
months remained story where Mayor Asha Lakra
accused municipal commissioner Mukesh Kumar for
undermining autonomy and authority of RMC in the
matter related to appointment of a tax collection agency.

Lakra questioned the way the state urban devel-
opment department intervened in the internal matter
of RMC through its subsidiary agency State Urban
Development Agency (SUDA).

She said that in June the board of RMC had extend-
ed the contract period of Sparrow Softech Pvt Ltd for
a period of three years to carry on tax collection. But
the urban development department through SUDA
floated a tender and selected a new company Shri
Publication for tax collection. Municipal commissioner
signed the agreement papers. Mayor said that the
municipal commissioner did not inform the RMC
board about selection of a new company. She termed
it an interference in RMC. While the matter is sub-
judice; ward councillors present during the meeting
asked the mayor and municipal commissioner to sit
together and decide their respective administration
powers.

The board meeting broadly discussed the require-
ments of special cleanliness drive and proper saniti-
zation in the wake of festival and.

It was decided that RMC will carry sanitization of
175 puja pandals in the city capital once a day. Besides,
safai workers will be deployed in three shifts to con-
tinue door to door garbage collection and cleanliness.
For Chhat festival, all ponds and lakes will be cleaned
right after the Diwali festival. PNS
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Beautification work of
popular public places

across the City has been
initiated by the Ranchi
Municipal Corporation
(RMC). The work has
been kicked off under a
programme called ‘Let’s
make Ranchi as Ramnik
Ranchi’ from October 1
onwards. 

To begin with the
steps of Pahari Temple
and the walls around Bada
Talab are being painted
with graffiti art by local artists in bright
colours. “Ramnik basically means beau-
tiful. And to add to the beauty of our City,
places where thousands of people visit or
cross by on an everyday basis are being
beautified under this campaign. The
work is being carried put as per the direc-
tions of the Municipal Commissioner.
More such places across the City will be
identified and painted in a similar man-
ner,” said Deputy Municipal
Commissioner (DMC) Shankar Yadav.

The walls surrounding Bada Talab
have been cleaned and painted with graf-
fiti art highlighting the importance of
cleanliness.

“Earlier the walls had posters and
advertisements regarding various products
and services and would make the place
look extremely shabby. This kind of
work can be seen in western countries as
well. The artwork will make the places
more attractive and will also be promot-
ed as selfie points,” added the DMC.
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A33-year-old hotel management
graduate turned social activist,

who won the Padman of Jharkhand
title for distributing sanitary pads
among impoverished rural women
and spreading awareness about
menstrual hygiene in suburban
Ranchi, is set to contest the upcom-
ing Bihar assembly polls from
Harlakhi constituency of the neigh-
bouring state.

Mangesh Jha, whose indepen-
dent efforts have led to acceptance
of sanitary pads in more than 600
rural households in the outskirts of
Ranchi, has got a ticket from Plurals
party in Bihar and is banking on the
support of socially-aware youths and
women in his maiden shot at poli-
tics.  

After working with top hotels in
the country, Mangesh quit his job in
2014 with the intent to serve and
uplift the rural society, especially
women and children.

Cut to 2020, Mangesh aims at
making menstrual hygiene a prior-
ity not only for activists but also for

the government. Menstruation, he
said, was still a taboo in Bihar.
Hygiene and health of women needs
to be a priority for the government,
he added. His poll agenda, howev-
er, is not only restricted to issues
related to women, but also covers
other aspects of the society.

“So many migrants have
returned to Bihar during the lock-
down and are practically strug-
gling to meet ends now.
Unemployment is a major issue
here,” he said. “There has been no
real development in Bihar in the past
several decades. And I strongly
believe that we will see development

only when we overcome
our prejudices based on
caste, community, colour
and sex,” added
Mangesh.

The poor state of
affairs in Bihar encour-
aged him to enter active
politics. “Be it Bihar or
Jharkhand, our issues
are more or less similar.
Challenges in health,
infrastructure and edu-

cation sectors continue
to hold us back,” Mangesh
said over phone after fil-

ing nomination for the elections.
Winning and losing, he said,

was a part and parcel of life, and the
election results will not deter him
from achieving his goals. “I obvi-
ously want to win. But even if I don’t,
I will continue working for my peo-
ple in whatever way I can. This is the
time to change. We need more par-
ticipation of youths in active poli-
tics in order to bring positive
changes,” he added.

Originally from Bihar, Mangesh
calls Ranchi his second home. He
has spent more than seven years in
the city, and keeps frequenting the
Jharkhand capital.  
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Divisions within the Punjab
Congress came to the fore

yet again on Wednesday with
party MP Pratap Singh Bajwa
writing to President Ramnath
Kovind requesting him to order
a high-level probe into the cir-
cumstances that led to the
removal of security cover of
Shaurya Chakra awardee
Balwinder Singh and his sub-
sequent killing by terrorists
on October 16. 

“I wish to bring your kind
attention to the heinous assas-
sination of comrade
Balwinder Singh Bhikhiwind
on October 16, 2020. Being
national hero and awarded
medals of valour by the
President of India, the safety
and security of the family of

Comrade Balwinder Singh
Bhikhiwind should have been
a priority of the Government
of India,” he stated in his let-
ter. 

“It is imperative that
responsible including police-
men who prepared inputs that
led to his security cover being
withdrawn should be investi-
gated through a high-level
probe,” Bajwa in his letter,
dated October 20, 2020, said.

Bajwa pointed out there
were 16 attempts to kill Singh’s
family in 1990-91 and their
family was the only one in
India with four Shaurya
Chakra awardees.

Party’s Punjab incharge
Harish Rawat said Bajwa has
every right to write to the
President but he should’ve
written first to the Punjab
Chief Minister as law and
order is a state subject.

But Bajwa and Punjab
Chief Minister Capt
Amarinder Singh have been at
loggerheads for quite some
time now. Bajwa along with
another Rajya Sabha MP SS
Dhullo had even skipped

Rahul Gandhi’s tractor rally in
protest against the farm bills.

Bajwa has been constant-
ly expressing his resentment
against the CM blaming him
for his autocratic style of
functioning. He even alleged
that the CM is shielding
smugglers and drug traffick-
er after 121 people died after
consuming spurious liquor in
August this year.

Balwinder Singh Sandhu,
who fought against terrorism
in Punjab, was shot dead by
two unknown assailants in
Tarn Taran district. His wife
said there are 42 registered
FIRs of attacks on their fam-
ily and countless other attacks
have taken place which is not
on record.

“Withdrawal of security
was wrong. Government,
administration and intelli-
gence agencies are responsible
for this. We sought security
again, but to no avail. Those
who treat security cover as a
status symbol have been pro-
vided with it. We actually
needed it but weren’t provid-
ed,” she rued.
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Taking a serious view of
laxity by parties and can-

didates in observing crowd
discipline, the Election
Commission on Wednesday
issued advisory to political
parties, asking them to follow
its instructions related to
COVID-19 during polls. Huge
crowds at rallies without adher-
ing to the norms of social dis-
tancing and wearing of masks
are being seen in the ongoing
campaigning for the Bihar
Assembly elections. 

The poll body reiterated its
October 9 instructions asking
political parties and candi-
dates to maintain crowd disci-
pline and advised them to
demonstrate utmost vigil and
care during electioneering. The
advisory has been issued two
days ahead of Prime Minister
Narendra Modi’s first rally in
Bihar on Friday, which will
attract crowds in huge num-
bers.

The EC also said it expect-
ed the chief electoral officers
and district machinery con-
cerned to invoke appropriate
penal provisions against the
candidates as well as organis-
ers for violating Covid safety
protocols. The advisory stated:
“The commission has taken a
serious view of laxity on part of

the parties and candidates, on
the ground, in terms of main-
taining crowd discipline and
hereby reiterates and further
advises them to demonstrate
utmost vigil and care during
electioneering”. 

“Chief Electoral Officers
and the District Machinery
would be expected by the
Commission to invoke appro-
priate and relevant penal pro-
visions against the candidates
concerned as well as the orga-
nizers responsible for such vio-
lations.  Separate instructions
for strict compliance of guide-
lines are being issued to Chief
Electoral Officers and State
Governments of poll going
states,” the advisory read.

“Instances of such public
meetings have come to notice
of the Commission, where
large numbers of crowds have
assembled in utter violation of
social distancing and the
political leaders/campaigners
are addressing the gathering
without wearing masks in
complete disregard of the
guidelines/instructions issued
by Election Commission. By
doing so, the political parties
and candidates are not only
flouting the guidelines of the
Commission with impunity,
but exposing themselves as
well as the public attending
the rallies/meetings to the
danger of infection during the
pandemic,” the poll panel’s

advisory read.
The poll panel recalled its

earlier advisory issued on
October 9 in which it had
stated: “As representatives of
public, this onerous respon-
sibility rests with the political
parties to ensure that they not
only cooperate with the dis-
trict machineries in following
the due norms of public
health safety as prescribed,
but also instill a sense of dis-
cipline for civic behaviour in
their cadre while doing
ground management during
campaign times.  It is request-
ed that you may like to issue
advisory to all your field rep-
resentatives to demonstrate
utmost vigil and care to abide
by all the extant instructions
in large interest of public
health and avoid any penal
action for breaching the pro-
visions.”
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In the backdrop of the Indian
and Chinese armies locked in

a stand-off at the Line of Actual
Control(LAC)in Ladakh, Army
Chief General M M Naravane
on Wednesday reviewed the
current security scenario and
stressed the need for faster inte-
gration and modernisation of
the armed forces.

Interacting with the offi-
cers at the prestigious College
of Defence Management
(CDM) and Bison Division at
Secunderabad,  he also focused
on the geo-strategic implica-
tions on capability develop-
ment and force utilisation of
the Indian Army in pursuit of
national interests.

During his address to the
student officers and faculty of
the CDM, Naravane spoke on
a number of issues concerning
integration, theaterisation and
modernisation of the armed
forces in general and the Indian
Army in particular, the Army
said here.

On the government’s deci-
sion to appoint the Chief of
Defence Staff (CDS) and create
the Department of Military
Affairs (DMA), the Army chief
said it was “a momentous one”
and that the services needed to
“demonstrate great wisdom
and statesmanship in enabling
the CDS, a long standing
demand of the Armed Forces”. 

He added that the next log-
ical step in the process of
defence reforms was the “for-
mation of Integrated Theatre
Commands to synergise the
capabilities and combat poten-
tial of the three services dur-
ing war and peace.” However,
he advised that this process will
be “deliberate, thoughtful and
well considered” and its
fruition will take a “number of
years.”

Naravane explained to the
officers that there was a need
for everyone to work in a spir-
it of togetherness and trust
with the national security
interests being paramount. He
added a note of caution and
said that there might be a
requirement for “mid course
corrections.”

He was optimistic about
the future of integration of the
armed forces, which Naravane
said was “an inevitability” as it
would lead to “tri-services
synergy” and optimisation of
resources.

He commended the CDM
for the excellent work related
to grooming of tech-adept,
management savvy and strate-
gically nimble higher leader-
ship.  At the Bison Division, the
Army chief was briefed by
Major General Alok Joshi,
General Officer Commanding,
Bison Division on security
and operational preparedness
of the formation.

Later, the Army chief vis-
ited the Simulator
Development Division (SDD),
Secunderabad and the TATA
Boeing Aerospace Limited
(TBAL) at Hyderabad, a joint
venture facility of Boeing and
Tata Advanced Systems estab-
lished for co-production of
Apache Helicopters-64. The
COAS appreciated the “Make
in India” initiatives and rein-
vigorated efforts towards indi-
genisation and being
“Atmanirbhar” on niche tech-
nologies.
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The Government is under-
taking a comprehensive

modernisation programme to
prepare the police and para-
military forces of the country
to tackle newer challenges of
terrorism, cyber crime and
border security, Union Home
Minister Amit Shah said while
hailing the services of police
personnel during the pandem-
ic. 

Shah said a joint column of
police and Central Armed
Police Forces jawans and offi-
cers at the National Police
Memorial in Chanakyapuri on
Wednesday on the occasion of
the police commemoration
day. 

The day is observed to pay
homage to 10 policemen (of the
CRPF) killed in an ambush by
Chinese troops in 1959 in
Ladakh’s Hot Spring area. 

“The work of police is wit-
nessing new challenges and
new dimensions in the areas of
terrorism, fake currency, nar-
cotics control, cyber crime,
arms smuggling, human traf-
ficking. It is a challenge to pre-
pare the police forces for the
new dimensions that have
emerged in the last 2-3
decades.” 

“We have prepared a com-
prehensive modernisation pro-
gramme for the police and I am
hopeful that in the coming days
the Modi government will pre-
pare them to meet these chal-
lenges,” Shah said. 

He said the Government is
bringing in technology to make
the country’s borders “impreg-
nable” and preparations in this
regard are being done in detail.
The technology and prompt-
ness of our troops will go
hand-in-hand and we will be
able to better secure our bor-
ders, he said. 

Shah also said that the
government was “going to do
many things” so that the defi-
ciency in availability of police

personnel per one lakh popu-
lation is addressed. 

He said a total of 35,398
police and CAPF personnel
have laid down their lives in the
line of duty till now with 264
making the supreme sacrifice
over the last year. 

Shah also remembered
the 343 personnel who were
killed due to COVID-19 and
said these personnel contin-
ued on duty to help people,
donate blood and plasma. A
ceremonial guard of honour
by a joint squad of the CAPFs

was presented during the
event that was attended by
Minister of State for Home G
Kishan Reddy, Union home
secretar y Ajay Bhal la ,
Director of the Intelligence
Bureau Arvind Kumar and
chiefs of various CAPFs.
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The Indo-Tibetan Border
Police (ITBP), tasked to

secure the frontier with China,
has appointed a high-level offi-
cer to head the newly-created
Guwahati-based eastern com-
mand that oversees deploy-
ment of border battalions in
that region. This marks the
operationalisation of the east-
ern command.

The paramilitary has post-
ed Additional Director General
Amrit Mohan Prasad. Prasad
will now be based in Guwahati
to head the Command which
oversees the battalions
deployed along the Line of
Actual Control (LAC) with
China in States like Arunachal
Pradesh, Sikkim and Assam
with frontiers at Itanagar
(Northeast) and Lucknow
(east) and sector offices at
Likabali, Tezpur, Dibrugarh
and Gangtok among others.

The Command also super-
vises the Force’s battalions
deployed for anti-Naxal oper-
ations in Chhattisgarh.

Some officers, sub-officers
and administrative staff were
earlier posted by the force to
operationalise the command.
However, the posting of the top
officer was delayed due to
administrative reasons.

The Force specialised in
mountain-warfare had earlier
posted an officer (in the
Inspector General-rank) in

June to head its western com-
mand located in Chandigarh
that has control over battalions
deployed along the LAC in
Ladakh, Uttarakhand and
Himachal Pradesh.

The two ADG-rank head-
ed commands were sanctioned
by the Union Government in
October last year for better
operational functioning of the
about 35-38 battalions of the

force deployed at the LAC,
starting from Ladakh to
Arunachal Pradesh along the
eastern front.

The new commands are
expected to streamline opera-
tions, intelligence, deployment
and administrative movements
of the personnel to the border
regions and also boost syner-
gy with the Army that secures
the LAC.
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Ahigh level team of officials
that includes Research

and Analysis Wing Chief
Samant Kumar Goel and a
Joint Secretary of the Ministry
of External Affairs among
others visited Kathmandu on
Wednesday. The team which
also comprises officials of the
defence forces met top lead-
ers of Nepal including Prime
Minister KP Sharma Oli and
Pushpa Kamal Dahal who is
commonly known as
Prachanda among others. The
team travelled on a special
IAF flight No IFC 4620 and is

expected to return by
Thursday morning. The
moves comes ahead of the
planned visit of Army Chief
MM Naravane early next
month to Kathmandu. The
deliberations by the Indian
team in Nepal are being
directly supervised by
National Security Advisor Ajit
Doval. 

The visit assumes signif-
icance as it marks a thaw in
the strained relation between
the two countries after Nepal
included Indian territories
under Lipulekh, Kalapani and
Limpiyadhura in its map ear-
lier this year.
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Air pollution is fast killing
infants, with a global study

finding that last year in India,
outdoor and household partic-
ulate matter pollution claimed
more than 1,16,000 toddlers in
their very first month of life.

Touted as the first-ever
comprehensive analysis of air
pollution’s global impact on
newborns, the annual State of
Global Air 2020 report pub-
lished by the Health Effects
Institute (HEI), however found
progress in reducing household
air pollution exposures but lev-
els stagnant for outdoor PM2.5.

The report, State of Global
Air 2020, said more than half
of these deaths were associat-
ed with outdoor PM2.5 and
others were linked to use of
solid fuels such as charcoal,
wood, and animal dung for
cooking.

Overall long-term expo-
sure to outdoor and household
air pollution contributed to

over 1.67 million annual deaths
from stroke, heart attack, dia-
betes, lung cancer, chronic
lung diseases, and neonatal
diseases in India in 2019.

For the youngest infants,
most deaths were related to
complications from low birth
weight and preterm birth.

Overall, air pollution is
now the largest risk factor for
death among all health risks,
according to the report. The
HEI is an independent,
research institute funded joint-
ly by the US Environmental
Protection Agency, industry,
foundations, and development

banks.
The report

highlights the
ongoing challenge
of high outdoor
air pollution in
South Asian coun-
tries like India,
B a n g l a d e s h ,
Pakistan and
Nepal which fea-
ture among the

top 10 countries with the high-
est PM2.5 exposures in 2019;
all of these countries experi-
enced increases in outdoor
PM2.5 levels between 2010
and 2019.

Use of solid fuels for cook-
ing, however, presents a pattern
of moderate success. Since
2010, more than 50 million
fewer people have been
exposed to household air pol-
lution. The Pradhan Mantri
Ujjwala Yojana Household LPG
program and other schemes
have helped to dramatically
expand access to clean energy,
especially for rural households.
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The Ministry of Consumer
Affairs on Wednesday

relaxed import norms till
December 15 to facilitate the
early shipment of onion to
boost the domestic supply and
check the retail prices of the key
kitchen staple, sold in cities like
Chennai at �73 per kg.

Indian High Commissions
have been instructed in the rel-
evant countries to contact the
traders to push for greater
onion imports to the country.
The ministry has also decided
to offload more onion from its
buffer stock in the open mar-
ket to contain price rise.

An estimated Kharif crop
of 37 lakh tonne is likely to start
arriving in the Mandis that will
give reprieve to the rising
prices, it said. According to the
ministry, a sharp spike in onion
prices in the past 10 days by Rs
11.56/kg has taken the all-
India retail price of the com-
modity to Rs 51.95/kg, which
was 12.13 per cent higher than
the last year’s price of Rs

46.33/kg.
The retail price of onion

has shown a marked increase
from August-end 2020, though
the price level was below that
of last year till October 18, it
said.

To facilitate import of
onion, the ministry said, “The
government has on October 21
relaxed the conditions for fumi-
gation and additional declara-

tion on Phytosanitary
Certificate (PSC) under the
Plant Quarantine Order (PQ),
2003 for import up to
December 15, 2020”.

Consignments of imported
onions, which arrive at Indian
ports without fumigation and
endorsement to that effect on
the PSC, would be fumigated in
India by the importer through
an accredited treatment

provider.
In order to moderate

prices, the ministry said that
onion from the buffer stock is
being released in a calibrated
manner from the second half of
September 2020 to major man-
dis, retail suppliers such as
Safal, Kendriya Bhandar, and
NCCF as well as state govern-
ments. “More will be done in
the coming days,” it added.
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Cost-effective COVIRAP,
Covid-19 diagnostic

machine developed by the
Indian Institute of Technology
Kharagpur (IIT Kharagpur)
which can give results in an
hour has got go-ahead from
Indian Council of Medical
Research (ICMR) for its effi-
cacy.

This new testing technol-
ogy has been designed to
ensure that Covid-19 test is
easy to conduct, affordable
and to produce results with-
in an hour. This new testing
method, said a statement
from IIT Kharagpur, imple-
ments a highly reliable and
accurate molecular diagnos-
tic procedure that can be
conducted in an ultra-low-
cost portable device unit and
costs only around Rs 500 per

test.

The has been developed
by a team of researchers led
by Prof Suman Chakraborty,
Professor, Department of
Mechanical Engineering, IIT
Kharagpur, and Dr Arindam
Mondal, Assistant Professor,
School of Bio-Science, IIT
Kharagpur

Talking about this test,

Professor VK Tewari,
Director, IIT Kharagpur, said,
“This is indeed one of the
greatest contributions in the
history of medical science,
particularly in the area of
virology, and is well set to
replace PCR-based tests to a
large extent.”
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The Election Commission
(EC) has set up a two-

member committee to examine
the issues concerning expen-
diture limit for a candidate in
view of increase in number of
electors and rise in cost infla-
tion index and other factors.
The Committee has been asked
to submit its report within 120
days of its constitution.
According to the poll body, for-
mer Indian Revenue Service
(IRS) officer and Director
General (Investigation) Harish
Kumar and Secretary General

and DG (expenditure) Umesh
Sinha will be member of the
committee.

“Expenditure limit for a
candidate was last revised in
2014 while in respect of
Andhra Pradesh and Telangana
it was revised on October 10,

2018. In last six years
the limit was not
increased despite an
increase in electorate
from 834 million to
910 million in 2019
to 921 million now.
Further, Cost
Inflation Index dur-
ing this period has

increased from 220 to 280 in
2019 to 301 now,” the EC said.
The Centre has recently
enhanced the existing expen-
diture limit by 10 percent. This
increase of 10 percent will be
applicable with immediate
effect in ongoing elections.
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Prime Minister Narendra
Modi on Wednesday

spoke to South Korean pres-
ident Moon Jae-in, as the
two leaders reviewed impor-
tant global developments,
including the progress in
combating the COVID-19
pandemic.

The two leaders also
reviewed the ongoing diver-
sification of international
value chains, the need to pre-
ser ve a transparent,  
development-oriented and
rules-based global trading
order, and the important role
of  the World Trade
Organisat ion,  a  Prime
Minister’s Office (PMO) state-
ment said.
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For the first time in modern times, an
internationally respected cardiologist

who is also a leading medical researcher has
demanded that astrology, the age-old
Indian system of knowledge, be accorded
the status of modern science and initiate
further research into it to refine the ‘accu-
racy of the predictability’.

Writing the editorial of the October
2020 issue of  the Journal of the Science of
Healing Outcomes, a modern scientific
journal that publishes only peer-reviewed
scientific papers, Dr B M Hegde, former
vice-chancellor of Manipal University,
who was honoured with Padma Bhushan
by the Manmohan Singh-led UPA
Government in 2010,has put forward
studies of more than five
decades. 

“The idea that stars, or a constellation
of them, have some influence on human
birth and life can never be scientifically
refuted. There are areas where astrology
needs further research to unravel some of
the mysteries that plague the uncertainties
of astrological predictions,” Prof Hegde,
who has fellowships from four Royal
Colleges of Physicians, writes.

Dr Hegde says astrology is being crit-
icised by outsiders because we have to
assume many things  in astrology. “Even

in Mathematics, the king of sciences, the
numbers are only assumptions. Rahu and
Ketu might not be seen through the
Hubble’s telescope but they are assumptions
for calculations like North and South Poles
which are not marked on the ground,” he
said.

The editorial  says that predicting the
future in any system is impossible as of now
with the limited knowledge of this universe
which follows non-linear 
laws.

“Weather forecast goes wrong on a
daily basis in its short-term predictions.
Therefore, future predictions in astrology
also could go wrong. However, there are
areas for further research to refine its accu-
racy of predictability. We have to have a sci-
entific approach to see how we could fill
the loopholes, if any, in that science. 

That is scientific progress. In addition
to sell any idea to the world, we must use
a language that is universally understood.
For the time being, that language is the lan-
guage of hard western sciences. Let us try
to sell astrology to the world using the lan-
guage of science,” Prof 
Hegde opined.   It may be remembered that
eminent Ayurvedic physician Dr P R
Krishnakumar who succumbed to Covid-
19 recently, was a proponent of holistic
treatment and undertook diagnosis based
on the birth stars of the patients.
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The special court hearing the eco-
nomic offences case gave its

green signal to the Customs
Department for arresting Swapna
Suresh and Sarith, the prime accused
in the gold smuggling scam being
probed by the National Investigation
Agency.

The Customs Department had
told the court that if only they ques-
tioned Swapna and Sarith together
they would be able to elicit the role
of M Sivsankar, the former principal
secretary to Chief Minister Pinarayi
Vijayan, in the operation.  

Sandeep Nair, one of the kingpins
of the gold smuggling scam, has
reportedly told the Enforcement
Directorate that, the activities in the
UAE Consulate General at
Thiruvananthapuram was anything
but diplomatic. Excerpts of the state-
ment made by Nair to the ED and
which has been leaked out to the
media, point towards Sarith-Swapna
Nair-Sivsankar axis in carrying out
gold smuggling under the shield of
diplomatic immunity.

It was Swapna Nair who told me
about the possibilities of diplomatic
route for smuggling of gold. For every
one kilogram of gold smuggled
through the diplomatic route, Swapna

had demanded $1,000 as commis-
sion. The deal was made for Rs
45,000 for every kilogram of gold
brough in through the route,” said
Nair who is likely to end up as an
approver in the case.

Nair said the gold was smuggled
into Thiruvananthapuram after two
successful ‘dry runs’ to check its effi-
cacy. He also said that  Swapna Suresh
had told him that the smuggling had
the full approval of the Consul
General. 

“The Consul General needed
money to invest in a business oper-
ations in Germany and also to con-
struct a house in Dubai. She had told
me that the Consul General’s  tenure
in India was coming to an end and
he would return home in December,”
said Nair.

He further stated that Sivsankar,
knew about the smuggling mission
as well as the criminal background of
Swapna Suresh. “It was Sivsankar
who helped Swapna Suresh to land
up a job in the Kerala Government
owned Space Park as a senior exec-
utive,” Nair said in his statement.

Swpna is an accused in a case
filed by the Crime Branch of Kerala
Police for impersonation. The case
deals with a fake complaint of
molestation filed by her against a for-
mer Air India staff.
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In the Hathras incident, ser-
vice of two doctors as med-

ical officers of JN Medical
College have been terminated
within 24 hours of the CBI
team visit.

A CBI team visited JN
Medical College regarding the
incident of Hathras. The team
interrogated staff members,
including eight doctors. A casu-
alty medical officer-in-charge
of Emergency and Trauma
Center, Dr. Shah Zaidi issued
a notice for the termination of
two doctors, Dr. Ubaid Imtiaz-
ul-Haq and Dr.

Mohammad Azimuddin
Malik from their post of
Medical Officer. Other doctors
along with Resident Doctors
Association expressed their
anger and resentment at this
action.

Dr. Zaidi, Casualty Medical
Officer In-charge, Emergency
& Trauma Center, JNMC said
that these two doctors were
appointed on leave vacancy
place of casualty Medical
Officer Dr. Naresh.

Instructions were received
on the phone from the Vice-
Chancellor, following which
the appointment of both doc-
tors was terminated.

Hathras: One of the four
accused in the Hathras incident
has come out to be a minor
after his tenth scorecard was
revealed. CBI visited the school
for inquiry after seizing the
documents of the accused. In
this regard, the CBI also ques-
tioned them and then sus-
pended CO, SHO and police
personnel.

In Hathras case, on 25th
September, all four accused
were sent to jail. On 10
October, CBI started an inves-
tigation and interrogated the
accused and the victim. 

CBI visited the accused's
house on October 15, where
they took custody of the doc-

uments in which CBI found his
mark sheet, then his age was
revealed. 

According to the mark
sheet, the date of birth of the
accused is 2nd December-
2002. 

He had appeared in class X
examination in Jawahar
Smarak Inter College Meetai, in
the year 2018, in which he had
failed. He was 17 years 9
months and 12 days on the day
of the incident. In this regard,
CBI also visited the school
and investigated.

According to Principal
Omvir Singh, the CBI had
inquired about the age of the
student. PNS

Aligarh: Aligarh Muslim
University (AMU) alumni
based in France, Germany,
Italy, Australia, Japan, United
States of America and other
countries mentored AMU stu-
dents with eclectic potential
for the best academic paths
with thriving future in foreign
countries in the four-day
online foreign education men-
torship series organised by the
Training and Placement Office
(General).   

Inaugurating the mentor-
ship series, AMU Vice
Chancellor, Prof Tariq
Mansoor said that despite
challenges, Sir Syed Ahmad
Khan never gave up his vision
of an India with modern edu-
cation.  He urged students to
follow Sir Syed's example and
chase their goals
relentlessly. PNS

Aligarh: Renowned cardiotho-
racic surgeon and former
Aligarh Muslim University
(AMU) Pro Vice Chancellor,
Prof Mohammad Hanif Beg
has been bestowed with the
'Outstanding Scientist Award' in
the medicine category at
VDGOOD International
Scientist Awards in Trichy. Prof
Beg has been awarded for teach-
ing, research and practice expe-
rience in cardiothoracic surgery
with high achievements. PNS
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Thiruvananthapuram: In yet
another day of high numbers
of daily coronavirus cases,
Kerala on Wednesday report-
ed 8,369 more infections as its
test positivity rate continued
to hover above 13 per 
cent.

“The day saw 6,839 recov-
eries while active cases
climbed up to 93,425. As
many as 2,67,082 patients
have been cured so far. With
26 more Covid fatalities, the
state's death toll now is 1,232,”
Health Minister KK Shailaja
said in a statement here.

As many as 62,030 sam-
ples was tested in the past 
24 hours. IANS
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Uttar Pradesh Chief Minister Yogi Adityanath on
Wednesday said 125 criminals had been gunned

down by the state police between March 20, 2017 and
October 5 this year.

Addressing the Police Commemoration Day pro-
gramme held at the Reserve Police Lines here,
Adityanath said, “In the period from March 20, 2017
to October 5, 2020; as many as 125 criminals have
been killed in encounters, while 2,607 have been
injured.”

“As many as 13 policemen have attained mar-
tyrdom while displaying exemplary courage,” he
added. The Chief Minister said during the same peri-
od, 988 policemen got injured while 9,578 criminals
carrying rewards were arrested.

He said as many as 3,786 posts have been cre-
ated for the formation of women battalions in
Lucknow, Budaun and Gorakhpur.

Adityanath also paid tributes to the policemen,
who had laid down their lives in the line of duty.

“Along with martyred policemen, martyrs from
the central para-military forces, from para-military
forces of other states and from the Army (belong-
ing to UP), dependents of 122 martyrs have been
given financial assistance of Rs 26.95 crore,” he said.

“The family members of the slain policemen of
Bikru encounter have been given Rs 1 crore instead
of Rs 50 lakh,” he added.

Eight policemen, including DSP Devendra
Mishra, were ambushed in Bikru village in
Chaubeypur area of Kanpur when they were going
to arrest gangster Vikas Dubey and had fallen to bul-
lets fired from rooftops shortly after midnight on
July 3. 
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POCSO court in Uttar
Pradesh here has sentenced

a man life behind bars till his
death after finding him
guilty of raping a six-year-old
girl.

Special judge Veena
Narayan held accused, Dalpat,
guilty and also slapped a penal-
ty of over Rs 2 lakh on him.
“Under Section 6 of the
POCSO Act, the accused is
sentenced to life till the last
breath,” the judgment read.

Special public prosecutor
Harendra Tyagi, while con-
firming the conviction, said the
judgment was delivered in just
22 days after framing of
charges.
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After months of intense speculation about
his impending exit from a party where

he had virtually been consigned to dog house
for the past four years, its former Minister
and senior leader Eknath Khadse resigned
from primary membership of the BJP on
Wednesday, two days of ahead of 
his joining the Sharad Pawar-led ruling
NCP.

Announcing his resignation, Khadse –
who played a key role along with late
Gopinath Munde in building the
Maharashtra party unit after the formation
of BJP in 1980 –said : “I have nothing against
the BJP or its central leadership.  If I am quit-
ting the BJP, it is because of (former chief
minister and senior party leader) Devendra
Fadnavis. He indulged in low-level politics
against me for the past four years. He
defamed me by making all kinds of allega-
tions, including charge of molestation,
against him”.

Welcoming Khadse’s resignation from
the BJP’s primary membership, senior min-
ister and State NCP president Jayant Patil
said:  “Today, Khadse called me and told me
that he had quit the BJP. Hence, we welcome
him to the NCP. He will join our party at 2
pm on Friday”.

Maharashtra Chief Minister Uddhav
Thackeray, who heads the Shiv Sena-NCP-
Congress alliance’s Maha Vikas Aghadi
(MVA) government in the state, welcomed

Khadse's impending entry to the MVA fold.
“Khadse does not mince words. He is a fight-
er. I welcome him into the MVA”.

Reacting to Khadse’s resignation,
Fadnavis said: “It is unfortunate that
Nathabahu (as Khadse is known in the state
political circles) has chosen to resign from
the BJP. While leaving the BJP, he has made
me a villain. At this stage, I do not want to
talk about his comments. I will talk about it
at a proper time. I did not foist any false cases
against him, which you will realise when you
go into the details of the cases against 
him”.

Earlier, addressing a news conference in
his home town of Muktainagar in Jalgaon dis-
trict after resigning from the BJP, Khadse
said: “I have no grouse against the BJP. It was
Fadnavis who harassed me a lot when I was
in the BJP. To that extent, at the behest of
Fadnavis, a molestation charge came to be
foisted against me during our government.
I am quitting the BJP because of the mental
harassment I faced at the hands of Fadnavis
for four years”.

“I worked with senior leaders like late
Pramod Mahajan, late Gopinath Munde and
Pandurang Fundkar. I do not deny that the
BJP gave several party posts and ministeri-
al positions. I have not criticised any nation-
al BJP leader. There is not an MLA or MP
with me now. Even my daughter-in-law and
MP Rakshna Khadse will not quit the BJP.
Hence, I am capable of taking my decision,”
Khadse said.
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Kolkata: The Calcutta High Court on
Wednesday made a slight adjustment
in its earlier order banning visitors’
entry in Bengal’s Durga Puja pandals.

Hearing a review petition the
Division Bench of Justices Sanjib
Banerjee and Arijit Banerjee increased
the number of club members who
would be allowed inside the pandals
from 25 to 60 in case of bigger Pujas
and 10 to 15 in smaller Pujas. Besides,
the Dhakis or the drum players
would be allowed to enter the pandals.

Apart from this the Court pre-
ferred to retain the older order ban-
ning popular entry inside the Puja
pandals.

Delivering an order on Monday
the Court said that the Puja pandals
should be treated as containment
zones and directed the State admin-
istration to mark 5 metre area around
small pandals and the 10 metre area
around bigger pandals as the limit till
which the general people would be
allowed to go.

Even the entry of the club mem-
bers was restricted inside the pandals
even as the Court said that not more
than 25 members would be allowed

inside. The Court directed the admin-
istration to collect the names of 25
persons each from the respective
Durga Puja committees beyond who
no one would be allowed to enter the
Puja premises. These names and
numbers of such persons have to be
fixed and cannot change every day,
the court said.

The Court’s decision came against
a Public Interest Litigation filed by
Advocate Sabyasachi Chatterjee and
will be applicable to about 37,000
Durga Puja pandals, big and small all
across the State. Out of these there are
about 3,500 Puja pandals in Kolkata
alone.

Subsequently review petitions
were filed by big clubs like Chetla
Agrani, Suruchi Sangha, Naktala
Udayan Sangha, Hindusthan Club -
-- patronized by State Ministers and
senior Trinamool Congress leaders
like Firhad Hakim, Arup Biswas,
Partho Chatterjee and Chandrima
Bhattacharya.

Apart from them Forum For
Durgotsav Committee an umbrella
body of about 400 Puja organizers too
filed a reviewed petition. PNS
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Three years after parting ways with Bengal Chief
Minister Mamata Banerjee, “fugitive” Gorkha

Janmukti Morcha leader Bimal Gurung on Wednesday
suddenly resurfaced in Kolkata to announce his break-
up with the NDA and remarriage with the Trinamool
Congress.

Gurung’s move comes as a major blow to the BJP’s
aspirations in North Bengal region on which it was
counting heavily for the next year’s Assembly elec-
tions.

Gurung who had emerged as a strong critic of the
Chief Minister post September 2017 when he led his
party into a bloody clash with the State administra-
tion leading to weeks-long bandh in the Hills came
down heavily on the BJP leadership including Prime
Minister Narendra Modi and Home Minister Amit
Shah for their alleged “failure to keep their commit-
ments.”

Gurung said “in the past so many years we have
experienced that be it the Prime Minister or the Home
Minister, no one honours his commitments … on the
contrary Mamata Banerjee has always kept her
promise and never gone backed on her words.

“This is the reason why we have decided to quit
the NDA from today and

join hands with the TMC … We will want to see
Mamata Banerjee the Chief Minister for the third
time… We will work with all our energy and might
to ensure that TMC does well from all the seats in
North Bengal.” The founder of Gorkha Janmukti
Morcha Gurung chose a militant path post 2017 chal-
lenging the Chief Minister for not giving a separate
Gorkhaland state. He was engaged in a violent clash
--- leading to afew deaths in the region.

Subsequently booked under several charges
including sedition he was declared an absconder with
the State police hot in his pursuit.
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In a significant development in the
much-discussed Palghar lynching case,

the Maharashtra Crime Investigation
Department (CID) on Wednesday
named 208 more as accused and arrest-
ed 50 of them in connection with the
killing of two Sadhus and their driver by
an irate mob near Kasa town in
Maharashtra’s Palghar district.

With Wednesday’s development, the
number of persons named in the Palghar
lynching case has gone up to 366,
including 11 juveniles. Of the 208 fresh-
ly named accused, the State CID arrest-
ed 50 persons on Wednesday.

In all, the bail pleas of 62 accused,
including 50 of those arrested on
Wednesday, will be produced before
Special Sessions Judge P. P. Jadhav at
Thane Sessions Court.

Of the 366 accused in the case, 28
adults and 9 juveniles were released on
a default bail as the CID charge sheet did
not specify their exact involvement in the
crime owing to lack of evidence.

On July 16, this year, the state CID
filed a comprehensive charge-sheets
against the accused before a Dahanu
court in connection with the April 16,
2020 Palghar  lynching incident.

In its charge sheet – running into
4955 pages -- filed before the court of
Judicial Magistrate First Class (JMFC) at

Dahanu in Palghar district, the CID
sleuths named 126 accused in connec-
tion with the incident that took place on
the night of April 16.

The investigation team, led by
Deputy Superintendent of Police (CID)
Vijay Pawar, filed the two charge-sheets
after examining 808 suspects and 118
witnesses to collect strong evidence
against the accused.

It may be recalled that on the night
of April 16, three persons were lynched
by a 200-strong mob of villagers near
Kasa town in Maharashtra’s Palghar
district on suspicion that they were
thieves.

The villagers first hurled stones at the
van, prompting the driver to stop the
vehicle. Later, they pulled three persons
out of the vehicle and beat them to death
in Gadhchinchale village on Dabhadi-
Khanwel road, with sticks and rods.

The deceased ---identified as Chikne
Maharaj Kalpavrukshagiri (70), Sushilgiri
Maharaj (35) and driver Nilesh Telgade
(30) were travelling to Surat. Of them one
was the diver, while two are residents of
Kandivli in north Mumbai.  The place
where the incident took place is approx-
imately 120 km from Mumbai. 

In their charge-sheet, the investiga-
tors have said that the incident had taken
place amid rumours that child-lifters
were roaming in the area during the lock-
down. 
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The Indian economy has
been stress-tested many
times before but never
been dented as savagely
as this time around. But

2020 will be remembered as the
year that eroded a decade’s worth
of progress, the annus horribilis that
bought humanity to its knees.
Governments and businesses across
the world are undergoing rapid
recalibrations in order to adjust to
the world of extreme volatility,
uncertainty, complexity and ambi-
guity (VUCA). So, when the Chief
Economist of the International
Monetary Fund (IMF) states that
“the world economy is not coming
back to 2019 levels until 2022”, it is
a comforting statement of fact that
economic contraction is a univer-
sal phenomenon and not a stand-
alone, India-centric affliction.

So, how is the Government
catalysing towards a sustainable
growth momentum? The task has
not been easy for a country with
limited financial resources to secure
lives and livelihoods of 130 crore
people, who account for 18 per cent
of the world’s population. Given the
constraints, the Narendra Modi-led
Government has pursued a path of
re-booting and rebuilding the econ-
omy by wresting four pillars paral-
lelly. First, by addressing interim
and short-term solutions for sus-
taining livelihoods. Second, by
identifying and spending on post-
COVID sectors of growth that will
lead to sustainable and a long-term
recovery. Third, by using its man-
date to push ahead with powerful
reform agenda, passing in quick
succession long-pending reforms in
labour, agriculture and education.
India is poised for a stronger and
more robust comeback as com-
pared to partial or cyclical
rebounds. Fourth, in order to
maintain a steady growth momen-
tum, the Government has pursued
balancing social sector spending
with infrastructure spending. The
Centre recognises the importance
of infrastructure as the foremost
engine of growth and the need to
scale up outlays to at least eight per
cent of Gross Domestic Product
(GDP) on “next-generation infra-
structure,” for which an allocation
of �111 trillion investment has been
set aside from 2020 to 25.

Can the Government do more
by way of welfarist measures, given
the anticipated shortfalls in rev-
enue? The World Bank, usually the
paragon of caution, has this time

around advised emerging
nations like India to set aside fis-
cal prudence and take on further
debt, as “you first worry about
fighting the war, then you figure
out how to pay for it.” 

Interim solutions lie in first
addressing livelihood issues by
further extending the timelines
of direct income support for the
rural poor, as also offering urban
migrants a similar package. The
Centre has spent around two per
cent of GDP on welfarist
schemes like direct cash trans-
fers for income support, free
grains for the rural poor,
increased spendings on
Mahatma Gandhi National
Rural Employment Guarantee
Act (MNREGA) and so on. As
the crisis is far from over and the
duration of the pandemic is
uncertain, it is doubtful the
Government will prematurely
withdraw welfarist spending.

By lowering interest rates,
providing credit guarantees for
MSMEs, allowing for loan
moratoriums and one-time
restructuring of loans, the
Government has deployed a
sizeable fiscal package of around
seven per cent of GDP towards
increasing liquidity. This is much
required to address the supply
side needs of the industry,
though funding has not ade-
quately percolated down to
SMEs, who are most severely
impacted by the downturn.

While globally, Central Banks
have continued with massive
doses of Quantitative Easing
(QE), there is room for more in

emerging markets like India as
the effect of rate cuts and liquid-
ity keeps waning due to the weak
transmission. However, the pol-
icy of easing credit flows is not
insulated from the downside
risks of defaults that could
impact the health of the already
fragile banking sector. Because
it is a given that the impact on
the financial sector isn’t usually
immediately visible, so the true
impact of defaults on loans will
reflect only in the following
quarters.

The phenomenon of
“revenge” or “rebound” spend-
ing during the festival months is
at best a temporary surge. As we
enter the festive season, there is
already an average uptick by 34
per cent to 40 per cent in sector-
specific surges in the major
propellers of growth like retail,
consumer durables, automo-
biles and residential housing.
However, socio-economic vari-
ables have contributed to wors-
ening VUCA levels in the ser-
vices sector, which contributes
54 per cent to the GDP but has
seen irrecoverable demand-
destruction.

Travel, tourism, shopping,
hospitality, aviation, entertain-
ment, leisure and fashion come
under the discretionary-spend
service sector, which is expect-
ed to see an improvement dur-
ing the festive months. Viewed
through the lens of behaviour-
al science, the phenomenon of
“revenge buying, or spending on
indulgences” happens after a
prolonged period of suppression

on lifestyle pleasures that creates
the much needed “feel-good
factor.” Levels of discretionary
spending are a vital marker of
economic health, as people only
spend on lifestyle expenses once
they have disposable funds left
after paying for taxes, housing,
savings and other essential
needs.

To gauge the downward or
upward trends in these sectors,
predictive insights can be gained
from the data of the Google
Community Mobility Report
that uses anonymised data pro-
vided by Google Maps. The
global Google Mobility Index
trends show that travel and
mobility levels had fallen to
44.7 per cent in April and risen
to 82 per cent by mid-
September. Here again, mobili-
ty and commuting will vary with
the spread or decrease in region-
al COVID-loads.

The aviation and hospitality
industries have been among the
26 most stressed sectors and
recovery is not expected before
18 to 24 months. The tourism
industry contributes nine per
cent to the GDP, generates sub-
stantial revenues and accounted
for 87 million jobs in 2019.

The festival season is expect-
ed to give a big boost to these
closely aligned sectors and will
hopefully fuel the wheels of the
economy till the end of 2020.
Optimism thereafter rests on the
advent of the vaccine by early
2021. However, with the onset of
winter and the negligence of
maintaining distancing proto-

cols at festive gatherings, there
is a risk of further waves of viral
outbreaks. This in turn will
deepen the negative impact on
future earnings and impact con-
sumer spending in the following
quarter of 2020 to 21.

Ultimately, the volume of
consumer spending is not being
dictated by need-based buying,
but by what I term as the “Index
of Fear-Intensity.” The quantum
of “Fear-Intensity” in consumers
wanes and rises in response to
the local COVID-load, intermit-
tent lockdowns and the visibil-
ity of each individual’s anticipat-
ed earnings over the next six
months, which are now dictat-
ing behavioural patterns of con-
sumers.

Which sectors can ride the
economy towards sustainable
recovery? There is empirical
evidence that increased spend-
ing in infrastructure during
downturns has never failed to
have trickle-down effects in
rebooting the economy and cre-
ating millions of jobs. As most
emerging nations are con-
strained for resources, the Indian
Government would be looking
to tap into concessionary finance
facilities being extended by
international development
finance institutions. The World
Bank, Asian Development Bank
and IMF are fast-tracking gen-
erous assistance to member
countries facing a COVID-
crunch, with global interest
rates being at historic lows.

Assessing sectoral bounce
backs in recovery for the July to
September quarter, it has been
largely driven by agriculture,
while IT, healthcare, fintech,
educational technology, tele-
com and e-commerce sectors
will remain the prime engines of
post-COVID growth, as they
come under the category of the
new “Touchless and Homebody
Economy.”

Stock markets, long seen as a
proxy for the real economy, are
now being driven by ultra-lax
monetary policies in the devel-
oped world. But stock market
buoyancy in no way mirrors the
actual economic pain at ground
levels, even as the Sensex con-
solidates around the 40,000
mark.

However, unlike measuring
the stock market performance
on a quarterly basis, corporates
and the Government will have
to get past the obsessive compul-
sion to look at monthly out-
comes, and instead adopt a
medium-to-long-term approach
for a sustainable recovery, while
remaining resilient enough to
calibrate policies to the VUCA
factors.

(The writer is author, colum-
nist and Chairperson of the
National Committee for Financial
Inclusion at the Niti Aayog)
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Sir — As a big strategic move,
India has invited Australia to the
annual Malabar naval exercises
after a gap of 13 years. This
proves the Quadrilateral Security
Dialogue (Quad) — which
includes the US and Japan as the
other two members — as being
something more than a mere
talking shop. This will be the
Quad’s first full military-level
engagement and a step closer for
the eventual formalisation of
the grouping. New Delhi, over-
coming its previous hesitation to
invite Canberra, changed tack
after China’s growing belligerence
and the ongoing border standoff
in eastern Ladakh. With China
flexing its muscle across the
region, the need for a counterbal-
ancing strategic-security plat-
form was sorely felt. Beijing, that
had compared the grouping to
sea foam in 2018, now sees this
move as a serious concern. 

The Quad, through regular
naval coordination, can now
actualise the idea of a free and
open Indo-Pacific region. An
effective navy with advanced
operational logistics gives India
the ability to exploit China’s
Malacca dilemma and disrupt
energy supplies to the latter,

should it launch another 1962
style attack. Additionally, India
and the US are expected to sign
the last of four military commu-
nication foundational agree-
ments — the Basis Exchange and
Cooperation Agreement — for
geospatial cooperation. This will
give us more eyes to monitor and
react quickly to Chinese moves.  

N Sadhasiva Reddy
Bengaluru
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Sir — Campaigning for the
Assembly elections in 243 con-
stituencies of Bihar is heating up.
And at one such rally, Rashtriya
Janata Dal (RJD) leader Tejashwi
Yadav promised 10 lakh
Government jobs if he comes to
power. In response, the Chief
Minister and Janata Dal (United)
leader Nitish Kumar asked Yadav

from where does he plan to get
the money for the  salaries? This
isn’t the first time. Rather the
campaigning period is usually
full of such tall promises that are
forgotten once the polling is over.
However, it is an absolute fact
that the State needs comprehen-
sive changes in numerous sec-
tors: Employment, economy,
education, healthcare, stringent
measures to save flood-affected

areas and so on. The present
CM, in spite of being in alliance
with the BJP, which is in power
at the Centre, has failed to deal
with these issues and things have
only changed for the worse.
There needs to be a complete
overhaul of the Government
and people are aware of it.
However, with so many players
in the ring, only time will tell
who comes out on the top.

N Kalam 
Maharashtra
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Sir — Beijing is enraged as India
considers formal trade negotia-
tions with Taiwan. China’s terri-
torial and economic imperialism
has forced its neighbours to
look for alternatives and a way to
counter the dragon. 

So, even though New Delhi
has been reluctant to seek trade
talks with Taiwan earlier, such a
step would reduce our depen-
dence on China for supplies
and further the goal of seeking
greater investments in technol-
ogy.

KV Seetharamaiah
Hassan 
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The Indian retail industry is a high-
ly competitive, $800 billion mar-
ket with a Compound Annual

Growth Rate (CAGR) of 12 per cent.
Out of that, the share of online retail is
$32.7 billion with a CAGR of 31 per
cent. Smartphone penetration, brand
consciousness, demographics and pol-
icy support are the factors transform-
ing and pushing this industry towards
omnichannel retailing. 

Omnichannel retailing is a fully-
integrated approach to commerce, pro-
viding shoppers a unified experience
across all channels or touchpoints,
including online and offline. It offers
consistent merchandise and seamless
interaction between online and offline
channels, thus combining the benefits

of both. However, the pandemic and
subsequent national and local lock-
downs have greatly impacted both
supply and demand. The supply side
was hit by administrative restrictions
and limited resources while  demand,
too, remained subdued due to job-loss-
es, salary cuts and restrictive spending.
In such a situation, an agile response is
needed for swift operations, customer
satisfaction and surviving in the post-
Corona era. 

Evolving consumer behaviour:
Though retail has undergone many sig-
nificant disruptions in the past, perhaps
none has shifted consumer behaviour
as rapidly as this contagion has. The
changes are happening due to factors
like challenges in personal situations,
preferences towards local products, pre-
cautionary measures against the virus
and rising digital awareness — a by-
product of promotion of contactless
transaction. 

Even in the unlock stage, con-
sumers are hesitating to visit stores and
while exercising social distancing mea-
sures, many uninitiated customers are
moving towards online retailing. For
example, many senior citizens are opt-
ing for online grocery shopping as a

precautionary measure. Use of services
like contactless digital payments, social
commerce and virtual consultation
are also seeing a rise.

Many of these behavioural changes
will continue even after the pandemic
is over. McKinsey and Company cited
this as “consumer behaviour shift.” For
example, people will get used to the
comfort of home delivery, ease of dig-
ital payments, varieties offered by
online markets and so on. Retailers
need to draw insights from these
changes and rebuild the consumer con-
fidence as the new normal continues. 

Financial skills: Revenue is sharply
dropping for many categories. Even
though store profit has gone down,
retailers need to pay rents, salaries and
so on. Hence, at this point it is neces-
sary for them to optimise cost and cur-
tail the offerings to profitable items. In
the long-term, as demand picks up, it
would be prudent to invest in
omnichannel fulfillment as means to
financial resilience.

Accept the new normal: Social dis-
tancing, safety and hygiene proce-
dures will be here for a while. The best
way to go forward is to accept the new
normal and the complexity it will

bring to decision-making. 
Consumer connect: Now more

than ever, it is must for retailers to con-
nect and communicate. Consumers will
definitely like to know what a business
is doing to ensure their safety, for deliv-
ery as well as in stores. Despite the pan-
demic, customers will need timely
deliveries of their order. So, in case of
item shortages or delayed fulfillment,
it is necessary to explain the cause and
convey the commitment.

Extra activity: First and foremost,
retailers need to adapt to safety regu-
lations, sanitisation procedures and reg-
ulatory directives at the country, State
and municipal level in various phases
of the unlocking. They need more
dynamic inventory and logistics plan-
ning to meet the fluctuations both in
demand and supply, plus a connect with
employees regarding their health and
financial well-being. This will prevent
attrition and business continuity. 

Infrastructure: The Indian online
retail infrastructure is in an intermedi-
ate stage. The pandemic just exposed
the flaws and inefficiency which were
already there. Retailers should review
the location of warehouses, delivery
centres and their distributors to com-

pute the risk of supply chain disrup-
tions. The partnership with local gro-
cery stores will help retailers to ensure
timely contactless last mile delivery
even during a crisis. Retailers also need
to re-imagine in-store experience, con-
sidering customers’ safety and efficient
operation with reduced staff while
complying with social distancing
norms.

Technology skills: Technology
allows retailers to have relevant infor-
mation and visibility throughout the
supply chains, resulting in timely com-
munication with all the stakeholders.
Businesses will need secured, informa-
tive and intuitive shopping apps, which
can balance for the lack of store visits.
Also, Artificial Intelligence will contin-
ue to make a big impact in this sector
to predict real-time consumer demand,
optimise inventory and manage back-
orders, thus ensuring operational agili-
ty. 

Also, Smart Mirrors and
Augmented Reality can help build a
store-like environment in the virtual
world, ensuring safety. This way, retail-
ers and associated stakeholders need to
ramp up technological skills and infra-
structure as they enter a post-pandem-

ic era. As of today, India is among the
top countries with the highest number
of COVID cases and there is no end to
the contagion in sight. Even the coun-
tries, where the outbreak seemed to be
in control initially, are experiencing a
second wave. This has caused supply
and demand disruption and jolted the
market ecosystem. 

Hence, it is certain that retailers,
that are an integral part of the demand-
driven economy, need to be financial-
ly prudent, fast in their response to the
new dynamics and ready to collaborate
through the value chain to thrive dur-
ing this crisis and subsequent periods.
As with many sectors, it is likely that
retail will see a regime shift and con-
solidation. Smaller and financially-
struggling businesses might face diffi-
culty in surviving this crisis. At the same
time, retailers with a unique value
proposition will come out stronger. This
outbreak serves as a reminder for
retailers to be more proactive in plan-
ning and resilient in their response 
to unprecedented disruptions in 
future.

(The writers are Senior Research
Scholars at the Indian Institute of
Science, Bengaluru.)
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One issue which has captured the imagina-
tion of India and occupied most of the
space in the country’s electronic and print

news media in recent times, especially some tele-
vision channels, is the untimely death by suicide
of actor Sushant Singh Rajput (SSR). The young
man, who was originally from Bihar, was found
dead in his home in Bandra, Mumbai on June 14,
where he had hung himself. 

Going by the set procedures in such cases and
given that this was a high-profile one involving
a celebrity’s death, the Mumbai Police went about
its work diligently. It recorded the statements of
56 people, including the immediate family
members, relatives, live-in partner, friends and
staff of the deceased actor. At that point of the
investigation, none of them alleged any foul play.
Their statements, too, did not suggest a cognis-
able offence. Consequently, the Mumbai Police
registered the matter as an accidental death and
proceeded in terms of Section 174 of the Code
of Criminal Procedure (CrPC). However, after
about 40 days, on July 25, a First Information
Report (FIR) was registered at the Rajiv Nagar
police station in Patna, Bihar, at the instance of
the actor’s father, KK Singh, levelling allegations
of breach of trust, misappropriation of proper-
ty of his deceased son and abetment to suicide
against his live-in partner Rhea Chakraborty and
her family members.  

A police team from Patna went to Mumbai
to carry out the investigation. However, the
Mumbai Police raised the issue of jurisdiction and
there was a lot of acrimony over the issue. Finally,
on the recommendation of the Bihar
Government, the Central Government directed
the  Central Bureau of Investigation (CBI) to carry
out the probe in the matter. Meanwhile Rhea
Chakraborty approached the Supreme Court
under Section 406 of the CrPC for the transfer
of the FIR from the jurisdiction of the Additional
Chief Judicial Magistrate III, Patna Sadar, to the
Additional Chief Metropolitan Magistrate,
Bandra, Mumbai. 

Now, the settled legal position is that the FIR
has to be registered at the police station, which
has jurisdiction over the area where the offence
or any part of it is alleged to have been commit-
ted. Prima facie the Patna Police had no jurisdic-
tion to register an FIR in the matter.  Even if the
complaint filed with the Bihar Police disclosed
commission of some cognisable offence, the
established procedure would be to register a “zero
FIR” and transfer it to the police station empow-
ered to do so. The Section which becomes rele-
vant in this matter is Section 181(4) of the CrPC.
It reads, “Any offence of criminal misappropri-
ation or of criminal breach of trust may be
inquired into or tried by a court within whose
local jurisdiction the offence was committed. Or
any part of the property, which is the subject of
the offence, was received or retained, or was
required to be returned or accounted for, by the
accused person.” 

The Supreme Court, in its judgment, upheld
the validity of registering the FIR in Patna, main-
ly on the ground that the allegations also relat-
ed to criminal breach of trust and misappropri-
ation of money, which were to be eventually
accounted for in Patna (where the complainant
resides) and that could prima facie indicate the

lawful jurisdiction of the Patna Police.  
The apex court heavily relied upon

the words “accounted for” in the
Section to uphold the validity of the
FIR.  It did cite a few judgments to sub-
stantiate its reasoning.  Though it is not
possible to discuss every single judg-
ment here, it can safely be said that in
none of the cited judgments, the words
“accounted for” have been used or
applied by the courts. They did not
imply that only because the accused
would eventually be accountable to legal
heirs of the deceased, the FIR could be
lodged wherever the legal heirs of the
deceased reside, even though no part
of the offence has ever taken place with-
in the jurisdiction of that police station.

For argument’s sake, let us take a
hypothetical case of a businessman,
who commits suicide in Mumbai due
to alleged financial wrongdoing on the
part of his business associate or agent
or even a creditor. Now, let us say that
one son of the deceased businessman
resides in Lucknow, Uttar Pradesh and
another in Ahmedabad, Gujarat. By
virtue of this judgment, the police forces
of these two places would have the juris-
diction to register an FIR and investi-
gate the matter only because the money
was eventually to be accounted for to
the satisfaction of the legal heirs in these
two cities. Thus, they would  have the
option to choose the place/State which
best suited their interests. An FIR sets
criminal law into motion and, therefore,
a probe by the police will follow. A
police team from Lucknow or
Ahmedabad, as the case may be, will
have to travel all the way to Mumbai for

the investigation, collecting evidence
and recording the statements of wit-
nesses. Will any meaningful probe be
possible in this manner? Will it not cre-
ate a situation of political slugfests and
inter-State wrangling with regard to
investigations by the police force of one
State into a crime committed within the
territorial jurisdiction of another State?
Will every such case then be assigned
to the CBI or some other Central
agency? 

Another aspect which needs to be
noticed is that as per Supreme Court
Rules notified on May 11, a single judge
is competent to hear certain bail mat-
ters and transfer applications. The rel-
evant apex court rule reads, “Provided
that the following categories of matters
may be heard and disposed of finally
by a judge sitting singly nominated by
the Chief Justice: Special leave petitions
arising out of grant, dismissal or rejec-
tion of Bail Application or Anticipatory
Bail Application in the matters filed
against the order passed under Section
437, Section 438 or Section 439 of the
CrPC 1973 (two of 1974) involving the
offences punishable with sentence up
to seven years imprisonment; applica-
tions for transfer of cases under Section
406 of the CrPC 1973 (two of 1974);
application of an urgent nature for
transfer of cases under Section 25 of the
CrPC 1908 (five of 1908).” 

Now Rhea Chakraborty filed a peti-
tion under Section 406 of the CrPC for
transfer of investigation in the FIR reg-
istered at Patna, Bihar to Mumbai,
which was dismissed by the single judge
on the ground that Section 406 of the

CrPC does not grant the apex court any
such power. Once the petition for
transfer itself had been declined, there
was no occasion to further decide the
jurisdiction of the Patna Police to reg-
ister an FIR, as it was neither a conse-
quential matter, nor was the decision of
transfer petition dependent on the
adjudication of validity of the FIR. On
the perusal of the Rules reproduced
above, there was no occasion for the
single judge to adjudicate upon these
issues. In effect, the judgment says that
in cases where a person commits sui-
cide or is murdered and there are alle-
gations of breach of trust or misappro-
priation of property, then the FIR can
be registered by the legal heirs of the
deceased at any police station in India,
wherever they reside. The investigation
then will have to be carried out by the
officer in-charge of that police station,
though no part of the offence has ever
taken place within its jurisdiction.  

The judgment in the Rhea
Chakraborty case has virtually laid
down a new jurisprudence with regard
to police jurisdictions. It has blurred
lines and has serious implications on
the criminal justice system so far as the
initiation of criminal proceedings is
concerned. This will only result in con-
fusion and is susceptible to misuse by
complainants. The court has given an
open-ended and wide interpretation to
the words “accounted for” in Section
181(4) of the CrPC. This is bound to
give birth to myriad and complicated
issues in the near future.  

(The writer is an advocate in the
Punjab and Haryana High Court)
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Berlin: A 22-year-old universi-
ty student from Hong Kong says
she has been given refugee sta-
tus by Germany after demon-
strating against the city’s extra-
dition law.

Germany’s Federal Office
for Migration and Refugees
would neither confirm nor deny
granting the protester asylum,
citing the country’s strict privacy
laws.

However the woman, who
identified herself only as Elaine

and declined to give other per-
sonal details to protect her fam-
ily in Hong Kong, showed The
Associated Press paperwork
confirming her refugee status
was granted Oct. 14.

She told the AP in a tele-
phone interview late Tuesday
that she fled Hong Kong in
November while free on bail
after being arrested on allega-
tions of rioting and violating the
semi-autonomous Chinese ter-
ritory’s law banning masks,

introduced last year as anti-gov-
ernment protests became
increasingly violent.

After arriving in Germany,
it took more than nine months
for her asylum application to be
processed, the former Chinese
University of Hong Kong stu-
dent said. “I’m very grateful to
the government for covering
my basic needs, including
healthcare when I had to be
treated for mental health
issues,” she said. AP

Bangkok: Thailand’s Prime
Minister on Wednesday plead-
ed with his countrymen to
resolve their political differ-
ences through Parliament, as
student-led protests seeking to
bring his government down
continued for an eighth straight
day.

“The only way to a lasting

solution for all sides that is fair
for those on the streets as well
as for the many millions who
choose not to go on the streets
is to discuss and resolve these
differences through the parlia-
mentary process,” Prime
Minister Prayuth Chan-ocha
said, according to an English-
language text released of a

taped speech broadcast
Wednesday night.
Demonstrations have contin-
ued daily in a movement that
calls for Prayuth to step down,
for a more democratic consti-
tution and for reforms to the
monarchy — a revered institu-
tion traditionally treated as
sacrosanct in Thailand. AP

Islamabad/Karachi: A power-
ful explosion ripped through a
four-storey building in
Pakistan’s Sindh province,
killing at least five people and
injuring 20 others, police said.

At least two floors of the
building near Maskan
Chowrangi in the Gulshan-e-
Iqbal area in Karachi were
severely damaged, leading
authorities to fear that the toll
may rise.

The death toll in the inci-
dent has increased to five,

Faisal Edhi of the Edhi
Ambulance Service said.

Seven of the injured are said
to be in critical condition.

The security forces have
cordoned off the area after the
explosion. Police chief Mushtaq
Mahar said the bomb disposal
squad and anti-terrorism offi-
cials are yet to determine the
cause of the explosion. PTI 

Lagos: Nigeria’s anti-police
protesters stayed on the streets
in Lagos on Wednesday,
breaking the government cur-
few following a night of chaot-
ic violence in which demon-
strators were fired upon,
sparking global outrage.

Shots were fired as young
demonstrators set up barri-
cades by the Lekki toll plaza in
Lagos, where protesters were
fired upon Tuesday night,
causing injuries and an
unknown number of deaths.

There were reports of gun-
fire across Lagos, Nigeria’s
largest city of 14 million,
including on the highway to
the airport, at a major bus sta-
tion, outside the offices of a
television station.
Demonstrations and gunfire
were also reported in several
other Nigerian cities, includ-
ing the capital city, Abuja.

The nationwide protests
against police brutality have
rocked Nigeria for more than
two weeks and the demon-
strators’  demands have
widened to include calls for an
end to corruption, account-
able government and respect
for human rights in Africa’s
most populous nation of 196
million. AP

Kabul: At least 11 women were
trampled to death when a stam-
pede broke out Wednesday
among thousands of Afghans
waiting in a soccer stadium to
Thailand’s leader urges protest-
ers to give up confrontationget
visas to leave the country, offi-
cials said.

Gov. Attaullah Khogyani
said another 13 people, mostly
women, were injured at the sta-
dium in the eastern Nangarhar

province, where they were try-
ing to get visas to enter neigh-
bouring Pakistan. 

He said most of those who
died were elderly people from
across Afghanistan.

In a separate incident, at
least 34 Afghan police were
killed in an ambush by Taliban
militants in northern
Afghanistan, according to a
local hospital official.

Rahim Bakhish Danish, the

director of the main hospital in
the Takhar province, confirmed
receiving 34 bodies and said
another eight security forces
were wounded. An Afghan
security official said the forces
were in a convoy that was
ambushed. 

The official, who was not
authorised to brief media on the
event and so spoke on condition
of anonymity, said several police
Humvees were set ablaze. AP

Islamabad: Pakistan may
remain on the grey list of the
Financial Action Task Force
(FATF) as it has been unable
to comply with six of the 27
points in the global terror
financing and money laun-
dering watchdog’s action plan,
a media report said on
Wednesday.

The Paris-based global
watchdog will hold its virtual
plenary session from October
21 to 23. It will review
Pakistan’s progress on the 27-
point action plan.

The FATF had placed
Pakistan on the grey list in June
2018 and asked Islamabad to
implement a plan of action to
curb money laundering and
terror financing by the end of
2019, but the deadline was
extended later on due to the
COVID-19 pandemic.

“The country will succeed
in exiting the FATF’s grey list
by June next year,” Tribune
reported, quoting diplomatic
sources. The report said
Pakistan is unlikely to exit the
FATF grey list, but the coun-
try has managed to avert
being blacklisted. It said that
the country had completed its
legal formalities and informed
the watchdog that it had man-
aged to comply with 21 of the
points in the action plan. PTI 

Erie (US): Joe Biden is a “ser-
vant” of lobbyists and
“Washington vultures” who
got rich by bleeding America
dry, US President Donald
Trump has claimed while
responding to his Democratic
rival’s unprecedented fundrais-
ing in September, asserting
that he could be the “king” of
all fundraisers, but does not
want to do it.

Biden raised a whopping
$383 million for his election
effort in September, a record-
breaking sum that eclipses the
unprecedented fundraising
from the previous month.

“He (Biden) is a servant of
the globalist, lobbyist, wealthy
donors and Washington vul-
tures who got rich bleeding
America dry. You know I said
the other day… I never thought
of it because they’re raising a lot
of money, (USD) 300 million.
I could be the king of all
fundraisers. 

I would be the greatest that
ever lived the president of the

United States,” Trump alleged
at an election rally here on
Tuesday.

Biden holds a massive cash
advantage over Trump in the
last leg of the campaign, The
Hill newspaper reported, citing
latest figures from the Federal
Election Commission.

Biden has over $177 mil-
lion in the bank, compared
with $63.1 million for the pres-
ident.

In September, Biden raised
$383 million, while Trump
raised $247.8 million. The
month before, Biden raised a
then-record of $364.5 million,
compared with $210 million for
the president, the report said.

“All I have to do - give me
a list of the top 100 companies.
I’ll call the president of every-
one. They will pay me whatev-
er I want. I would set every
record. The problem is I owe
them. Because when they call
and have a problem for a lot
more money than we’re talking
about you know, it’s like hard

to say no. Hey, they were nice.
They treated you good,” he said.

“I don’t want to do that. I
don’t want to do that. We don’t
need the money. I don’t’ want
to do that. I don’t want to do it.
But when you see them raise
$300, 350 million in a month
and a half you know deals are
being made- just so you under-
stand. Deals are being made.
Big deals. Look at the deals that
he is making for himself. Deals
are being made,” Trump said.

In 2016, Pennsylvania
voted to fire this depraved
political establishment and
elect an outsider as president
who is finally putting America
first, he said.

“The fact is whether you
like it or not, whether you want
to hear it or not, Joe Biden is a
corrupt politician. He is a cor-
rupt politician. And smoking
gun emails show that the Biden
family sold the Vice Presidency
for a very, very substantial
amount of money. More money
than anybody would believe.
He let China plunder our jobs
while his family raked in mil-
lions of dollars from China and
foreign nations,” he said. PTI 

Washington: Former President
Barack Obama is returning to
Philadelphia on Wednesday
for his first in-person 2020
campaign event for Joe Biden.

In 2016, the man known as
one of the Democratic Party’s
strongest orators delivered
Hillary Clinton’s closing argu-
ment in the same place — at a
rally for thousands the night
before Election Day on
Independence Mall. 

Now, with the coronavirus
pandemic upending cam-
paigning, Obama will be speak-
ing to a much smaller crowd at
a drive-in rally, where sup-
porters will listen to him over
the radio inside their cars.

The format reflects the chal-
lenge Democrats face in ginning
up enthusiasm and getting out
the vote in a year when they’ve
eschewed big rallies in favour of
small, socially distanced events,
drawing a contrast with Trump
and Republicans on the coron-
avirus.  AP
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Houston: The political divide
between the Hindu supporters
of US President Donald Trump
and his Democratic challenger
Joe Biden is getting deeper
with the presidential election
less than two weeks away. 

In a sign of the growing
political prominence of Hindus
in America, the Trump and
Biden campaigns are wooing
this religious minority com-
munity like never before.
Hinduism is the fourth largest
faith in the US, representing
approximately one per cent of
the US population in 2016. 

The Biden campaign in
September launched the
‘Hindu Americans for Biden’,
while the Trump campaign in
August announced the for-
mation of the ‘Hindu Voices
for Trump’ as part of their
efforts to attract the over two
million members of the reli-
gious community in the US. 

A virtual debate held on
Sunday between the American
Hindu supporters of Trump
and Biden brought the message
home that there is a clear polit-
ical divide among the commu-
nity members in the US.

While one group alleged
that Biden “panders to
Muslims”, the other accused
Trump of being a “racist”.

The webinar titled ‘2020
Presidential Election: A debate
on the American Hindu issues’
was co-sponsored by the Hindu
American Foundation, the
Hindu American PAC, the
HinduPACT and the
HinduVote. PTI 
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Karachi: A serious controver-
sy has broken out in Pakistan
after an Inspector General of
Police (IGP) was allegedly
forced into ordering the arrest
of Captain (retd) Safdar Awan,
the husband of Maryam Nawaz
Sharif, for chanting slogans at
the tomb of the countrys
founder Muhammad Ali
Jinnah in Karachi.

Rumours are spreading like
wildfire in the country that IGP
Mushtaq Mahar was allegedly
abducted from his home by
intelligence agency officials
and was forced into ordering
the arrest of Safdar Awan.

The incident has sparked
anger among the police ranks
as Sindh Police have
announced protests while
about a dozen officers, includ-
ing the IGP, have rendered
their leave requests for a
month.

After the sudden leave
requests from senior police
officers from across the Sindh
province, Chief Minister Syed
Murad Ali Shah reassured the
government’s support to the
Sindh Police at every stage.

Shah assured the provincial
police’s top brass that the gov-
ernment would not let the
force be demoralised under any
condition.

“Sindh Police should con-
tinue their work in an inde-
pendent and impartial manner.
The government is taking steps
to further strengthen the pro-
fessionalism of the police,” the
Chief Minister said.

Meanwhile, Bilawal Bhutto
Zardari, the Chairman of
Pakistan People’s Party (PPP),
has slammed the military
establishment and the intelli-
gence agencies for humiliating
the police by forcing them to
order the arrest of Safdar Awan,
the son-in-law of exiled former
Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif.

Bilawal Bhutto had earlier
demanded to have the identi-
ties of the people who sur-
rounded Sindh IGP Mahar’s
house at 4 a.m., shortly before
the arrest of Safdar Awan.

Pakistan Army chief
General Qamar Javed Bajwa
also took notice of the incident
and ordered an immediate
inquiry into the matter. IANS
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The Government on
Wednesday relaxed import 
norms till December 15 to

facilitate the early shipment of
onion to boost the domestic
supply and check the retail
prices of the key kitchen staple.

The Union Consumer
Affairs Ministry, in a statement,
said it will also offload more
onion from its buffer stock in
the open market to contain
price rise. An estimated Kharif
crop of 37 lakh tonne is likely
to start arriving in the Mandis
that will give reprieve to the ris-
ing prices, it added.According
to the ministry, a sharp spike in
onion prices in the past 10 days
by �11.56/kg has taken the all-
India retail price of the com-
modity to �51.95/kg, which
was 12.13 per cent higher than
the last year’s price of
�46.33/kg. The retail price of
onion has shown a marked
increase from August-end
2020, though the price level was
below that of last year till
October 18, it said.To facilitate
import of onion, the ministry
said, “the government has on
October 21 relaxed the condi-
tions for fumigation and addi-
tional declaration on

Phytosanitary Certificate (PSC)
under the Plant Quarantine
Order (PQ), 2003 for import up
to December 15, 2020”.

The Indian High
Commissions have been
instructed in the relevant coun-
tries to contact the traders to
push for greater onion imports
to the country.Such consign-
ments of imported onions,
which arrive at Indian ports
without fumigation and
endorsement to that effect on
the PSC, would be fumigated in
India by the importer through
an accredited treatment
provider.If Stem and Bulbs
nematode (Ditylenchus
Dipsaci) or onion maggot
(Hylimia Antiqua) is detected
it would be eliminated through
fumigation and the consign-
ments to be released with no
additional inspection fee.

“An undertaking will be
obtained from the importers
that the onion will be used only
for consumption and not for
propagation,” the ministry said.

Such consignments of
onions for consumption will
not be subjected to four times
an additional inspection fee on
account of non-compliance of
conditions of import under
the PQ order, 2003, it added.
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Government-owned FCI
and state procurement

agencies have bought 106.88
lakh tonnes of paddy so far in
the kharif marketing season for
�20,180 crore, an official state-
ment said on Wednesday. 

“Paddy procurement for
KMS 2020-21 has gained good
momentum now with pro-
curement crossing one crore
tonne mark with purchase of
over 106.88 lakh tonnes from
9.37 lakh farmers of 7 procur-
ing States/UTs valuing more
than �20,180.50 crore at
Minimum Support Price
(MSP) of �18,880 per tonne,” it
said. 

Paddy procurement is up
26 per cent so far this year,
from 84.88 lakh tonnes in the
corresponding period of KMS
(kharif marketing season)
2019-20. 

Cotton procurement oper-
ations under MSP are going on
smoothly in Punjab, Haryana,
Rajasthan and Madhya
Pradesh, the statement said.  

Till October 20, a total of
2,36,748 cotton bales valued at
Rs 668.42 crore have been pro-
cured, benefitting 46,706 farm-
ers, as against 2,335 bales pro-
cured during the correspond-
ing period of last year, the state-
ment said. 

Oilseeds, pulses and copra
are also being purchased.
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Equity indices closed in the
green for the fourth suc-

cessive session on Wednesday
as robust buying in banking
and finance stocks outweighed
profit booking in IT counters. 

After gyrating 825.54
points in a highly volatile ses-
sion, the 30-share BSE Sensex
ended 162.94 points or 0.40 per
cent higher at 40,707.31.

Similarly, the broader NSE
Nifty rose 40.85 points or 0.34
per cent to finish at 11,937.65.

PowerGrid topped the
Sensex gainers’ chart, climbing
4.13 per cent, followed by
Bharti Airtel, Tata Steel, NTPC,
HDFC Bank, Kotak Bank,
UltraTech Cement and HDFC. 

HDFC twins accounted for
over half of the benchmark’s
gains. 

On the other hand, TCS,
Reliance Industries, Nestle
India, HCL Tech and Bajaj
Finance were among the main
laggards, shedding up to 2.30
per cent. 

“Indian markets displayed
strong positive trends at the
early hours of trade and took a
sharp correction in the second
half, due to the fall of heavy-
weights. Reliance Industries
contributed most of the fall in
index due to dispute in Future
group deal and high valuation.
But the market is maintaining
its confidence due to a turn-
around in earnings growth
based on ongoing Q2 results.  

“Till date the results are

good while any weakness or
shortfall in the future will
impact the market going for-
ward. Western markets are
trading in the negative due to
decreasing  optimism over US
stimulus. We expect the mar-
ket to remain volatile in the
near future as market has
digested a lot about the results
and as we near the US election
date,” said Vinod Nair, Head of
Research at Geojit Financial
Services.

Mumbai:Sebi Chairman Ajay
Tyagi on Wednesday said there
is an urgent need for diversifi-
cation in the country’s financial
sector in terms of fundraising,
through a shift to capital mar-
kets.”The financial sector in
India is currently dominated by
bank lending. This needs
urgent diversification by facil-
itating fundraising through
capital markets, especially con-
sidering the well-known prob-
lems with the banking sector,”
Tyagi said at an event organised
by industry lobby CII.

The markets regulator also
warned that unless the bond
markets are developed ade-
quately, the government’s tar-
get of having Rs 100 lakh crore
of investments into the infra-
structure sector by 2024-25
may not materialise. While
India has active equity markets,
it has been struggling for many
years with the corporate bond
market development. It would
be a challenging task to achieve
the government’s target of hav-
ing Rs 100 lakh crore invest-
ments in infrastructure by
2024-25 unless the bond mar-
ket is adequately developed,
Tyagi added. Development of
the corporate bond market
needs “deeper structural and
regulatory changes”, he said,
adding that this will require
coordination among the gov-
ernment and financial sector
regulators. PTI
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The world’s largest tractor
manufacturer by volumes

foresees a sustained growth in
tractor off-take on the back of
festive season along with
recently introduced farm bill.

Accordingly, auto major
M&M’s Farm Equipment
Sector President Hemant Sikka
predicts the farm bill to usher
in higher income for farmers,
thereby, allowing greater farm
mechanisation levels.

“These reforms are posi-
tive, and we await on-ground
execution of various elements
of this bill to better realise its
effectiveness,” he told IANS.

“Higher productivity and
better farm incomes being a
paramount objective of this bill
will improve the farmers abil-
ity to purchase a better class of
equipment, ensuring optimal
utilisation of resources, along
with better management of
crop lands,” said Sikka.

According to Sikka, farm
mechanisation has seen a sec-
ular growth this year. “In cer-
tain states, where there was a
huge dependence on migrant

labourers, the Covid-related
exodus resulted in acute spike
in mechanisation,” he said.

“In other states, where the
dependence on migrant
labourers were not as much, the
demand for farm machinery
was still there but not as acute.”

For instance, some state
governments are incentivising
farmers to go in for greater
farm mechanisation, so as to
maintain the agriculture sec-
tor’s growth rate during the
Covid era.

Besides, Sikka noted that
demand for higher HP tractors
continues to grow.

“The overall industry has
grown by around 12 per cent in
H1 FY21, whereas the over
40HP segment industry has
witnessed much higher growth
at 27.4 per cent,” explained
Sikka.

“The contribution of over
40 HP segment in the industry
has increased from 54.2 per
cent to 61.7 per cent.”
Furthermore, he expects rural
sentiments to remain positive
and translate into robust
demand for tractors as “we
move into the festive period”.
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The Government may fur-
ther extend the date for

submission of bids for Air
India sale date beyond October
30 to give investors more time
to make an offer while sweet-
ening the deal terms further,
finance minister officials privy
to the development said.

The submission of initial
bid or expression of interest
(EoI) may be extended by 45
days to two months to
December. Also, officials said
that bidders would be given the
option to decide on the quan-
tum of debt in Air India books
that they will like to absorb
rather than freezing the debt
amount and seeking investors
bids.

As per the Air India EoI
floated by DIPAM in January,
of the airline’s total debt of Rs
60,074 crore as of March 31,
2019, the buyer would be
required to absorb Rs 23,286.5
crore, while the rest would be
transferred to Air India Assets

Holding Ltd (AIAHL), a special
purpose vehicle.

With the proposed
changes, buyers will decide on
the level of debt that they will
take and the one taking the
largest debt may be considered
favourable to be declared win-
ner.

Disinvestment secretary
Tuhin Kanta Pandey has also
hinted at changes in the current
structure of Air India transac-
tion process in an interaction
with journalists last week.

For the government, Air
India has now become a test
case on how to get investor
interest in adversarial market
conditions. While the airlines
financials are already under
severe pressure, the Covid -19
pandemic had further dented
the prospects of the aviation
industry putting the sale
process under further prob-
lems. The bidding process for
the debt-ridden airline has
been postponed four times
earlier and of October 30 dead-
line is changed now, it would be

fifth such extension.
Sources said that changes

in the structure of the sale
process to facilitate investors
would go by the principle of let-
ting buyers decide the enter-
prise value of Air India rather
than its market cap or using
other valuation methodology.
The enterprise valuation deter-
mines the value of an entity
based on its market capitalisa-
tion and also debt in books and
cash balances. 

Sources said that changes
in the valuation method has be
approved by a CGD (Core
Group on Disinvestment)
headed by the cabinet secretary
at its meeting last week and
now it would be has placed
before AISAM (Air India
Specific Alternative
Mechanism). For Air India, the
Govt is finding it tough to get
investors on board. 

A Tata Group led consor-
tium was considered favourite
to take over the airline earlier
but its interest in the airline
lately has been subdued.
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Consumers can cheer as oil
marketing companies

(OMC) may actually bring
down the retail prices of petrol
and diesel this festive season.

Oil sector experts said that
with global oil prices under
pressure from slowing demand
in the second wave of Covid-
19 pandemic sweeping several
western countries, crude price
could fall in coming days. If this
holds on for a week or so, there
could be positive gains for
auto fuel consumers in India by
way of a fall in retail price of
petrol and diesel.

Global crude prices are
holding close to $ 42 a barrel
now. It has been hovering
between $ 40-42 a barrel for
over a month now. But with
lower oil demand and rising
inventory, there is fear a song
oil producing companies that
crude prices may start falling
again.

OMCs in India have been
holding on to the retail price of
petrol and diesel for close to a
month now. Even on
Wednesday, the price of two
petrol products remained
unchanged. With this, petrol
prices have now been
unchanged for 29 days at a

stretch while diesel prices were
the same for the 19 consecutive
days.

Price of petrol in the
national capital was at Rs 81.06
per litre. In Mumbai, Chennai
and Kolkata, the fuel was sold
for �87.74, �84.14 and �82.59
per litre, respectively.

Diesel prices in Delhi,
Mumbai, Chennai and Kolkata
were at �70.46, �76.86, � 75.95
and �73.99, respectively.But
with fresh indications on glob-
al oil prices, domestic oil com-
panies could revise the retail
price downwards. However,
their margins would be pro-
tected as oil demand in the
country had picked up latterly
getting over even the last years
numbers. Retail sales have
picked up with the gradual
reopening of the economic
activities. First time since lock-
down, diesel sale in the country
has crossed over the pre-covid
level with the country’s most
widely consumed fuel witness-
ing a nine per cent year-on-year
growth in the first 15 days of
Oct .The surge in demand after
months of subdued sales is the
direct result of an increase in the
transport activities ahead of
the festival season as consumers
move out to make those neces-
sary purchases.
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Continuing with its innova-
tive forays, Khadi and

Village Industries Commission
(KVIC) has now come out
with handcrafted Khadi fabric
in the footwear.

Minister for MSME Nitin
Gadkari on Wednesday
launched India’s first-ever high-
quality Khadi Fabric Footwear,
which has been designed by the
KVIC and made of  Khadi fab-
ric like Silk, Cotton and Wool.
i Gadkari also launched the
online sale of Khadi footwear
through KVIC’s e-portal
www.khadiindia.gov.in.

Praising the unique prod-
uct,  Gadkari said it has enor-
mous potential to capture  the
international market. At the
same time, he said, Khadi fab-
ric footwear would create addi-
tional employment and higher
income for domestic artisans.

“Khadi footwear is a
unique product. International
quality and use of fine fabric
like Patola SIlk, Banarasi Silk,
Cotton, Denim would attract
the youngsters who can pur-
chase it online. This footwear
are cost-effective,”  Gadkari
said.

He urged the  KVIC to
develop other leather acces-

sories like ladies’ handbags,
purses, wallet in handcrafted
Khadi fabric.

“By developing and mar-
keting such products overseas,
Khadi India can capture a mar-
ket worth Rs 5000 crore,” he
said.

Minister of State for
MSME Pratap Chandra Sarangi
said the Khadi fabric footwear
is environment and skin-
friendly and t reflects the hard
work of Khadi artisans. “  I am
sure by occupying a major
share in the footwear industry,
Khadi fabric footwear will help
in reviving the country’s econ-
omy,”  Sarangi said. 
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Rating agency ICRA on
Wednesday said it expects

16-18 per cent contraction in
two wheeler volumes in the
current fiscal.

“ICRA continues to
maintain its expectation of
16-18 per cent year on year
contraction in two-wheeler
volumes in FY2021, amid an
evolving COVID-19 situa-
tion and economic uncer-
tainties,” the rating agency
said in a statement.

While the overall con-
sumption and investment
demand is expected to
remain subdued for an
extended period, some
growth off-shoots are visible
in rural markets, the rating
agency added.
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New Delhi: Gold and dia-
mond jewellery retail chain
Malabar Gold & Diamonds
has rolled out “One India One
Gold Rate”, an initiative offer-
ing uniform gold rate across all
States in the country for 100
per cent BIS hallmarked gold at
fair price. “Our initiative aims
to further protect the con-
sumer interest by providing
them with a uniform gold rate
without compromising on
purity,” said Ahammed MP,
chairman of Malabar Group.
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The rupee continued its
downward journey for

the third straight session on
Wednesday, down 9 paise at
73.58 against the US curren-
cy as state-run banks’ dollar
buying put pressure on the
domestic unit.   

At the interbank forex
market, the domestic unit
witnessed a highly volatile
session. 

The local unit saw an
intra-day high of 73.36 and
a low of 73.62 against the
American currency.
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It would not be wrong to say that tech-
nology has proved to be a game-chang-
er, especially in the time of a pandem-

ic. While COVID-19 vaccine continues to
remain under development and contain-
ing the spread of the Coronavirus has
become the most critical aspect in today’s
world, a start-up has announced the
launch of ‘Keep-U-Safe,’ a first-of-its-kind
technology, which will aid in achieving sig-
nificant reduction of viruses on surfaces
of their products.

Surface transmission is known to be
one of the biggest reasons for Coronavirus
spread around the world. The organisa-
tion, SeguraMAX, aims to fight the very
contagion. It believes that this could
become a potential game-changer for India
and the world, where the Coronavirus
cases are rising at an alarming rate. The
green plant-based technology has been
tested by various international and accred-
ited NABL labs with proven results to
reduce more than 99 per cent viruses from
various surfaces of fabrics, garments and
plastics in less than one minute. It has also
proven to remain effective after multiple
washes.

The technology can become the first
shield of hybrid protective wear to fight
infectious diseases and prevent surface
transmission of viruses from the infected
to the uninfected, even while pharma com-
panies continue their effort to develop and
suitably deploy a vaccine in the coming
months. The company has developed a
diverse range of products treated with bio-
organic additives that reduces the presence
of viruses.

Now the question is — how is this
technology better than UV tech? Gaurav
Khullar, Director, Product Development,
explains that first and foremost, the
human body cannot be exposed to UV
tech and it takes longer for UV lights to
disinfect a surface. For instance, a wall or
a wall-coating cannot be disinfected and
takes longer time. However, this technol-
ogy is perhaps the first in the world to use
plant-based, natural and non-toxic tech-
nology, which doesn’t have any adverse
effects on the human body or the surfaces
it has been applied to. “Our technology is
manufactured as coatings, plastic master-
batches, plastic films, fabrics and appar-
el. After several rigorous testing, exposing
our products to several bacteria and
viruses, we have been able to successful-
ly introduce a technology, which is instant
and has the same efficacy on fabrics after
60 washes. The virus reduction rate
remains 99 per cent within the very first
minute and interpreting this to the num-
ber of days, we estimate it could last for
as long as up to two years in room con-

ditions as the tests are undergoing,” shares
he.

During the winter season, when peo-
ple might face a challenge as far as sani-
tisation is concerned, how will this tech-
nology and product help? Khullar tells us
that  a lot of the viruses are cross trans-
mitted. This technology helps in reducing
the cross-virus transmission within one
minute of exposure, making it an instant
smart solution. “If the surfaces are self-
sanitised with the use of this tech then the
cross-transmission would be reduced by
99 per cent. For example, we are doing tri-
als with an electrical switch manufactur-
er. These electrical switches are turned on
and off very regularly. Since sanitiser has
alcohol content in it, it cannot be sprayed
on electrical switches. With this tech, the
switches will keep on sanitising themselves.
People might face a challenge as far as sani-
tisation during winter season is concerned,
so we have also introduced virus reduc-
tion jackets which can act as a shield even
if you’re exposed to an environment with
viruses,” says he.

The products can be used by corpo-
rates, government employees, public deal-
ing personnel like airport staff, policemen
and most importantly health workers, who
frequently come in direct contact with
infected individuals and surfaces. The
product range includes cling wraps for
suitcases and food and other purposes,
breathable 3pc PPE suit, breathable coats

for doctors, N-95 masks, bed linen, doc-
tor seat covers, travel jackets, all-weather
jackets, airline seat covers, face shields,
table covers, gloves, uniforms, grocery
shopping bags, wrapping papers and
much more.

“The problem of anti-microbials has
already been there for a very long time. So,
our plant-based technology will not only
limit the bacteria and viruses that are exist-
ing today but will also prohibit any other
possible viral transmission or bacterial
growth for which further studies are
undergoing. This may very well become
a way of life and our technology will be a
product feature for every product to have
an anti-microbial coating. With the plant-
based additive, it becomes non-toxic and
safe. Therefore, it can become a game
changer by utilising natural plant-based
resources to make the technology work in
the sphere of life. The products are pro-
tective wear only and not medical devices,

they do not provide any guarantee against
infections and are certainly not a cure,”
shares Khullar.

The company is presently in talks with
Material Engineers and Product Managers
of various organisations globally, who have
shown keen interest entering into licens-

ing arrangements to deploy this revolu-
tionary technology. The introduction of
Keep-U-Safe products will help in allay-
ing a lot of fear among frequent travellers
and more so the public at large, who are
potentially exposed to a lot of public spaces
and high-risk touchpoints. 

Only Athens, Cairo and
Rome can claim to have

been capitals for as long as
Delhi, from the time of
Mahabharata when the city
was known as Indraprastha to
today’s New Delhi. It is for
good reason that Delhi is
known as the city with ‘seven
capitals and it is the story of the
most fascinating one —
Tughlaqabad — the massive
citadel and fort built by
Ghiyas-ud-din Tughlaq, the
founder of the Tughlaq dynasty
during the Delhi Sultanate
period.

The Fort which was to
serve as capital for Tughlaq but
according to legend, it was
cursed by Sufi Mystic
Nizammudin Auliya who said
‘Dilli Dur Ast’ (Delhi is still far)
because Tughlaq had requisi-
tioned every able-bodied man
in the capital to work on his
masterpiece. He never enjoyed
his capital as he was killed on
behalf of his son Mohammed
bin-Tughlaq while returning
from a campaign in Bengal.
However, Mohammed did
ensure that his father was at
least buried in a mausoleum
overlooking the fort. The son,
worried about the saint’s curse,
was to attempt to move the
capital from Delhi to Devagiri
over 600 kilometers away and
in the process of moving many
thousands of people ended up
dying. The antics of father
and son are now part of polit-
ical discourse in India where
being ‘Tughlaqian’ means
being a stubborn or obstinate
ruler with no consideration for
his/her citizens. 

This massive fort which
exists on Delhi’s southern bor-

ders is clearly visible on the
landing path when you
approach the airport from the
east. But the Fort is also easi-
ly accessible by road, and the
ramparts of the Fort lie beside
Mehrauli-Badarpur Road
where the limestone and gran-
ite work can clearly be seen.
The Fort is managed by the
Archeological Survey of India
and entry is open to all for a
token sum of just �20 for
Indian citizens. Inside, one of
the few remaining large Forts
from the pre-Mughal Islamic
era in India one can witness
everything from the royal
quarters to even the catacombs
where prisoners were housed
and even tortured. However,
one has to be careful of the bats
and the several hundred mon-
keys that now call the Fort
home, again one of the Sufi

Saint’s various curses. 
At night, if you drive down

the Mehrauli-Badarpur road,
which is a pleasure to do on the
2020 Hyundai Venue Sport,
particularly with the U2 CRDi
engine that our car is equipped
with. With a 100PS of power,
this car has a punchy engine
with a load of power but one
that couples the power with
phenomenal mileage, in our
regular city driving in start-
stop conditions we got an
impressive 16 kilometers per
litre. It might be fashionable to
look down on diesel engines
these days but the Venue
reminds one of the phenome-
nal power and economy of
modern diesel engines and
this one is coupled perfectly
with a lovely six-speed manu-
al gearbox that seems to never
run out of power. 
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THE WAR AGAINST
CONTAGION
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NTPC Dadri is striving to
become the cleanest coal

fired plant in the country and is
complying with all the CPCB
guidelines on emissions. 

All the emission parameters
are being monitored online and
transmitted to Central Pollution
Control Board (CPCB) on real
time basis. Flue gas emissions
and particulate matter are well
within the CPCB norms with
high efficiency ESP in service in
all the four numbers 210 MW
& 2 nos. 490 MW units. 

For SOx reduction, Dry
Sorbent Injection (DSI) system
has been installed in 210 MW
units with technology from
UCC, USA and now all the four
units are meeting emission
norms. FGD system is in
advanced stage of implementa-
tion in 490 MW units by BHEL
with technology from
Mitsubishi Power Works, Japan. 

All the 210 MW units were
already compliant to NOx emis-
sion norms. In 490 MW units,
SOFA (Separated Overfire Air)
system has been installed and all
the units now comply with the
norms for NOx. 

The branch has also pio-
neered co-firing of biomass
pellets along with coal in the
boilers. The pellets are made of
husk or agro-residue which
would have been burnt other-

wise in the fields increasing the
pollution in NCR region. More
than 8000 tons of pellets have
been fired in the boilers of the
company, which is equivalent to
almost 4000 acres of farm fire
avoided.

It has also set new bench-
marks in water consumption,
going beyond compliances, by
implementing zero liquid dis-
charge system and rain water
harvesting system.

Terming the Union Cabinet’s
approval of adaptation of the J&K

Panchayati Raj Act, 1989 as a water-
shed moment in the history of Jammu
& Kashmir, Lieutenant Governor,
Manoj Sinha has expressed his grati-
tude to PM Narendra Modi for paving
a way for the establishment of all three
tiers of Panchayati Raj Institutions and
strengthening the grassroots democ-
racy. It thereby gives further fillip to
the developmental agenda centered
around people’s welfare.

The Government of India has
fully applied the 73rd Constitutional
Amendment 1992 to the UT of J&K,
which was pending for the last 28
years. With this, all three tiers of
Panchayati Raj Institutions shall be
formed for the first time in Jammu &
Kashmir.

Sinha has observed that a major
and final legal requirement towards
strengthening the grassroots democ-
racy and the bottom-up approach
towards planning and execution has
been fulfilled and the historic step shall
result in direct representation of peo-
ple in the district level body through
direct elections to 14 seats in the
District Development Council. “A
proper system of checks and balances
through membership of directly-elect-
ed members, Block Development
Council chairpersons and MLAs in the
District Development Council ensure
that the most genuine demands and
needs of people are met,” he added.

After the adaptation of the J&K
Panchayati Raj Act 1989, every district
will have a District Development
Council practising jurisdiction over
the entire district, excluding munici-
pal areas. Every council will have 14
directly-elected members, that is 280
BDC members in the whole UT. The
councils shall also comprise the chair-

persons of all BDCs and members of
the Legislative Assembly from the dis-
trict.

Any person whose name is includ-
ed in the electoral of any Halqa
Panchayat of the district can nominate
himself as a candidate for election to
District Development Council. After
this development, every council will
have a chairperson and a vice-chair-
person who shall be elected by the
directly-elected members of BDC.
Further, there shall be reservations for
SC/ST amongst the directly-elected
members on the basis of the propor-
tion of the population. One-third of
seats under direct election will be
reserved for women.

Further, five standing committees
— Finance, Development, Public
Works, Health and Education, and
Welfare — will now be constituted in
every District Development Council.
The ADDC will be the Chief Executive
Officer of the District Development
Council, which will be responsible for
the formulation of development pro-
grammes and speedy development and
economic upliftment of the area of the
district under its authority. The DDC
will review the progress and achieve-
ments of development plans and
schemes in the district. Ensuring ade-
quate legal backing to devolution of
functions to the DDC, specific func-
tions will be assigned to the council in
schedule-III of the Act. It will also
supervise the functioning of Panchayat
Halqas and BDC and will receive and
consolidate their plans at the district
level.

Pertinently, the Government of
J&K has also notified the rules for the
constitution of the DDC and the
process of delimitation of its con-
stituencies has already been set in
motion in all the 20 districts.

The Sixth BRICS
Parliamentary Forum

will be held under the
Russian BRICS
Chairmanship on
October 27 via video con-
ferencing. This year’s
theme is based on ‘Global
Stability, Shared Security
and Innovative Growth:
P a r l i a m e n t a r y
Dimension.’

Chairman of the State
Duma (Lower House) of
the Russian Federation,

Viacheslav Volodin, who
will chair the forum, said,
“Russia will propose to
discuss with the col-
leagues, members of the
parliaments of the BRICS
countries,  issues of
strengthening of the kay
international institutions
such as the UN and the
World Health
Organisation (WHO).
Issues of building a sys-
tem of international rela-
tions on the principles of

mutual respect and
respect for sovereignty
will be also discussed at
the meeting.”

The forum partici-
pants also plan to discuss
issues of improving the
standards and quality of
life of citizens of the
BRICS countries, prepar-
ing legislative initiatives
to improve the health
care systems, issues of
social protection and eco-
nomic recovery during

the COVID-19 pandem-
ic, as well as further
development of parlia-
mentary cooperation
within the BRICS. The
heads of the BRICS par-
liamentary delegations
(Russia, Brazil, India,
China, South Africa) will
address the forum partic-
ipants.

The outcome state-
ment is also planned to
be adopted at the end of
the meeting.

The Life Insurance Corporation of
India has introduced LIC’s New

Jeevan Shanti plan which is a non-linked,
non-participating, individual, single
premium, deferred annuity plan.

The annuity rates are guaranteed at
the inception of the policy and annuities
are payable post deferment period
throughout the lifetime of the
Annuitant(s). This plan can be pur-
chased offline as well as online now. The
following two annuity options are avail-
able under the plan:

Option 1: Deferred annuity for
Single life

After the Deferment Period, the
annuity payments, as per the chosen
mode, shall be made in arrears for as long
as the Annuitant is alive. In case of an
unfortunate/untimely death, during or
after Deferment period, death benefit
will be payable to nominee of the annu-
itant.

Option 2: Deferred annuity for
Joint life

After the Deferment Period, the
annuity payments, as per the chosen
mode, shall be made in arrears for as long
as the Primary Annuitant and/or
Secondary Annuitant is alive. On death
of the last survivor, during or after defer-
ment period, the death benefit will be
payable to the nominee.

The joint life annuity can be taken
between any two lineal

descendant/ascendant of a family
(Grandparent, Parent, Children,
Grandchildren) or spouse or siblings.

The Minimum Purchase Price is
�1,50,000 (subject to minimum annuity
criterion). The modes of annuity avail-
able are yearly, half-yearly, quarterly, and
monthly. The minimum annuity is
�12,000 per annum. There is no ceiling
on Maximum Purchase Price. An incen-
tive for the purchase price of �5 lakh and
above is available by way of increase in
the annuity rate.

The plan is available for those
between 30 to 79 years of age. The
Minimum Deferment Period is one year
and Maximum Deferment Period 12
years subject to Maximum Vesting Age
(80 years).

The plan can also be purchased for
the benefit of Divyangjan (Handicapped
Dependant) with a minimum purchase
price of �50,000.

Loan facility is also available under
this plan. There is a provision for
immediate liquidity in case of dire
need as the policy can be surrendered
at any time during the policy term. For
further details to purchase the plan
online, one can log on to the website
www.licindia.in.

LIC’s earlier Jeevan Shanti plans have
been Flagship products of LIC wherein
6,11,695 policies have been sold with a
premium collection of �38,940.97 crore.

All roads in the metropolis will
be free from the pit by October

31. The construction department
of  Ghaziabad Municipal
Corporation has been mobilised in
this regard. This information was
given by Municipal  City
Commissioner Mahendra Singh
Tanwar. 

He said that the government
has directed us to free all roads by
Diwali  but  the Municipal
Corporation will complete this
target before Diwali. He told that
the tenders have also been issued
by the corporation to free the land.
Apart  f rom this ,  Roshan
Ghaziabad campaign has also been
started under Mission Nari Shakti

to fix all the lights of the metrop-
olis. 

Under this campaign, lights
will be fixed immediately and new
lights will be installed in areas
where there are no lights. The city
commissioner informed that the
responsibility of the lighting
department of the corporation
has been fixed to speed up the
campaign. 

Apart from this, the help of
RWA working in various colonies
is also being sought. He told that
most of the RWAs have their own
electricians and the corporation
will take help from them to fix the
lights. The corporation will also
pay the RWA electrician in return.

Bureau of Indian Standards
(BIS), the national stan-

dards body, celebrated the
World Standards Day on
October 14. 

The day is celebrated to pay
tributes to the collaborative
efforts of thousands of experts
worldwide for developing
national and international stan-
dards.  Themes for celebrations
for each year are decided by the
international standardisation
bodies namely the ISO, IEC and
the ITU.  This year’s theme was,
Protecting the planet with stan-
dards, for which BIS organised
a number of programmes
throughout India.

The main programme was
held at the headquarters, inau-
gurated by Leena Nandan,
Secretary, Ministry of
Consumer Affairs. In her inau-
gural address, Nandan   appre-
ciated the efforts of BIS in for-
mulation of standards relevant
to the businesses. Nandan pre-
sented the Solid Waste

Management Quality awards to
the representatives of Resident
Welfare Associations of Noida.
While presenting the awards,
she complimented BIS for
engaging with the community
and taking the benefits of its
various activities to the masses.
She also felicitated the two
Indian experts who were award-
ed the IEC 1906 awards for their
technical contribution for fur-
thering standardisation in the

field of electrotechnology.  
Nidhi Khare, Additional

Secretary presented the keynote
address and emphasised the
need for adopting a sustainable
living instead of exploiting the
limited resources which could
be detrimental to the planet.
She stressed on making such
standards which promote envi-
ronmental friendliness. 

In his welcome address,
Pramod Kumar Tiwari,

Director General, BIS high-
lighted the recent initiatives
taken by the body for strength-
ening the standardisation
process and the importance of
standards in national economy.
He informed that government
departments and industry asso-
ciations have created standard-
isation cells which would great-
ly enhance their effective partic-
ipation in making the standards
relevant to the present day and
futuristic needs.  He also pre-
sented the online portal devel-
oped by BIS for the Standards
Developing Organisations
(SDOs) which would serve as
a collaborating platform for
SDOs to formulate standards
and achieve the vision of “One
Nation, One Standard”.

During his vote of thanks,
NK Kansara, Dy Director
General (Policy, Research &
Training) informed about the
programmes being held on
the occasion. They included
workshops with consumer

groups, state government
departments and manufactur-
ers, competitions at schools
and colleges and seminars on
the topics relevant to the
theme.  

The inaugural session was
followed by two technical ses-
sions wherein presentation
were made by experts and
eminent personalities namely,
Dr SSV Ramakumar, Director
R&D, IOCL, Vimal Mahendru,
Chairman, IEC Systems
Committee & IEC
Ambassador, J Roy Chaudhary,
Dy Director General, BIS and
Dr Debajit Palit, TERI. 

Second technical session,
held in collaboration with
IEEE was conducted in hybrid
i.e., physical & VC mode dur-
ing which presentations were
made by experts drawn from
the fields of greenhouse gases,
IT & electronics. During the
session, the two Indian
awardees of ISO poster com-
petition were also felicitated.

The International Chefs Day 2020
was organised and celebrated by

the SRM Institute of Hotel
Management (SRM IHM),
Kattankulathur. The theme for this
year’s event is ‘Healthy food for the
future’ with a special focus on rural
women’s empowerment.

“Food is the essence of healthy
living,” said Chief Guest and Chef Dr
Damodharan, President of SICA, a
Guinness World Record holder.

The event was held at the State
Institute of Rural Development,
Tamil Nadu, Maraimalai Nagar. Dr
T Anuradha MBBS, District
Designated Officer Food Safety
Department, Kanchipuram and
Chengalpattu districts, and Chef
Bala, consultant chef and food his-
torian, Tamil Nadu & Kerala, Brand
Ambassador of EatwithIndia were
the guests of honour.

The event was held with all safe-
ty protocols and social distancing
measures in place. Director of SRM
IHM, Dr Antony Ashok Kumar
welcomed the gathering. Apart from
International Chefs Day, the institute
also celebrated World Food Day
2020 and World Tourism Day 2020.

The event was held as a training,
demonstration and a speech on
heritage and food adulteration for
the empowerment of self-help group
and Rotary Inner Wheel ladies.

Chef Damodharan stressed on
the importance of chefs being
healthy themselves in the first place.
“There is nothing like eating food
cooked by a mother because it is a
tradition and also a medicine for
health. There are several ingredients
that we use in our kitchen that help
us improve our health and well-
being,” he said. He also demonstrat-
ed how to cook a healthy meal in the

comfort of our homes. “Eat well,
exercise properly and enjoy life,” he
added.

Dr Anuradha said that even if
there are a variety of options in the
market because there we get all sorts
of products, “we should be able to
differentiate between pure and adul-
terated food. But people are increas-
ingly moving towards unhealthy
food habits which lead to an
unhealthy lifestyle. Eating proper
food in the right quantity is essen-
tial for a good and healthy life. Our
health is in our hands.” She also
demonstrated on how to find adul-
teration in the product/groceries
that we buy.

Bala further stressed on the
importance of using food as medi-
cine. She said that she has been firm
believer of this and been following
it herself. She explained how parents
can provide tasty food for children

at home without adding artificial
colour or flavouring agent.

“Change has to begin at home
and we can provide a balanced, tasty
and healthy diet without using any
artificial colouring or flavouring
agents,” said Bala, who also demon-
strated making a nutritious and
balanced meal using our own puls-
es.

SRM Institute of Science and
Technology Vice Chancellor Dr
Sandeep Sancheti in his address,
focussed on the importance of eat-
ing healthy food and how it has
come into practice in the last six
months. “The COVID-19 pandem-
ic has given us an opportunity to go
back to our traditional food, which
is known for its several health fac-
tors. Hence, food and hotel manage-
ment can never be done online. Our
aim must be to remove malnutrition
through sustainable food,” he said.

Western Railway’s parcel
special trains are travers-

ing across the country to keep
the supply of essential com-
modities moving, even during
the difficult time of the COVID
pandemic. Inspite of various
hurdles and labour constraints
during the time of lockdown,
Western Railway has crossed
the figure of 600 parcel special
trains by running total 616 such
trains during the lockdown. 

The revenue generated is
�51.51 crore. In continuation to
this, on Tuesday, three parcel
special trains, including a milk
rake left from various stations
of WR. These included two
parcel  specials viz Bandra ter-
minus to Jammu Tawi and
Porbandar to Shalimar. A milk
special rake also left from
Palanpur to Hind Terminal.

From March 23 to Oct 19,
2020, commodities weighing
above 1.53 lakh tonnes have
been transported by WR
through its parcel special trains,

which mainly included agricul-
tural produce, medicines, fish,
milk etc. During this period,
106 milk special trains were
run, with a load of more than
80,700 tonnes and 100 per
cent utilisation of the wagons.
Similarly, 458 COVID special
parcel trains with a load of
almost 49,000 tonnes were also
run to transport various essen-
tial commodities. In addition to
this, 52 indented rakes carry-
ing more than 23,000 tonnes
were also run. 

Loss of passenger revenue
due to lockdown 

The loss of revenue on
account of Coronavirus has
been approx �3000 crore. Inspite
of this, resulting to cancellation
of tickets since March 1 October
19, 2020 WR has ensured to
return refund amount of about
�454 crore. Till now, 70.61 lakh
passengers have cancelled their
tickets and have received their
refund amount accordingly.
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Marcus Rashford once again
sank Paris Saint-Germain

after netting the decisive goal in
a 2-1 Champions League win in
the French capital on Tuesday,
while Barcelona sent a message
with a thumping 5-1 victory
over Ferencvaros.

Rashford, who scored the
winning spot-kick when United
knocked PSG out in 2019,
drilled home a low shot three
minutes from the end which
won a thrilling Group H contest
at a near-empty Parc des Princes.

United had taken the lead in
the 23rd minute when Bruno
Fernandes slotted home from
the spot at the second attempt,
but Anthony Martial inexplica-

bly headed Neymar's corner
into his own net 10 minutes
after the break.

The rest of the match was
an end-to-end affair with both
sides opting to go for the win
rather than hold on for the
draw, and Rashford took the
points after twice being denied
by Keylor Navas earlier in the
match.

"Of course it's a nice feel-
ing. More importantly we win
the game and we're in a strong
position now in the group,"
Rashford told BT Sport.

"It's the first game, the
concentration and intensity we
showed today we have to take
forward in the next games in
the Premier League."

The win sets United up
nicely for next week's home
clash with RB Leipzig, who are
top of the group after beating
Istanbul Basaksehir 2-0 in
Germany.

KOEMAN'S WINNING START
Ronald Koeman got his

first Champions League cam-
paign as Barcelona coach off to
a winning start with a confident
win over Ferencvaros that gives
them control of Group G, top
but level on three points with
Juventus.

Ferencvaros, the first
Hungarian team to make the
group stage in 11 years, start-
ed brightly and even had the
ball in the net via Tokmac
Nguen only for the powerful
12th-minute strike to be ruled
out for offside.

Messi won and converted
the penalty to give the Catalans
a 27th-minute lead and the
match was as good as done
when Ansu Fati clipped home
Frenkie de Jong's sumptuous
pass just before the break.

Philippe Coutinho lashed
home the third before Ihor
Kharatin pulled one back from
the penalty spot after Gerard

Pique was sent off for pulling
back Nguen as he charged
towards goal.

Pique's red card means he
will miss next week's game away
at Juventus, a greater test of
Barca's capabilities.

Pedri and Ousmane
Dembele finished the scoring for
the 10-man hosts as they prepare
for the weekend's Clasico with
Real Madrid.

"We go into it with the
maximum motivation possi-
ble," said Fati. "It's a Clasico, a
game I have always dreamed of
playing in."

Barca announced contract

extensions for Gerard Pique,
Frenkie de Jong, Marc-Andre ter
Stegen and Clement Lenglet
almost straight after the win.

Juventus looked comfort-
able in their 2-0 win at Dynamo
Kiev in what was the Andrea
Pirlo's first ever Champions
League match in the dugout,
with Alvaro Morata scoring
twice to take the points for the
Italians.

IMMOBILE DOWNS BVB
It was a good night for Italy

as Ciro Immobile got revenge on
his old club Borussia Dortmund
by scoring in Lazio's 3-1 win
over the Bundesliga
club in Rome,
their first
C h a m p i o n s
League match in
13 years.

Immobile
managed just
three goals in
24 Bundesliga
games for

Dortmund in 2014/15, but last
season's European Golden Shoe
winner outshone Dortmund's
star forward Erling Braut
Haaland by netting the opening
goal for the hosts after just six
minutes.

Lazio went two ahead mid-
way through the first half
thanks to Marwin Hitz deflect-
ed Luis Alberto's whipped cor-
ner into his own goal.

Haaland pulled one back
with a thumping finish but
Immobile laid on an easy fin-
ish for Jean-Daniel Akpa-
Akpro to hand Lazio a big win.

"There was an extra flavour
and we are satisfied because the
match was played to perfec-
tion," continued Immobile.

Simone Inzaghi's men are
level on three points with
Club Brugge in Group F fol-
lowing their dramatic 2-1
win at Zenit Saint Petersburg
earned thanks to Charles De

Ketelaere 93rd minute winner.
Chelsea are still waiting
for a £220 million

($284 million)
spending spree to
pay off they began
their campaign
with an uninspir-

ing 0-0 Group E
draw with Sevilla at
Stamford Bridge.

The Blues have
now won just two of
their opening six
games of the season

and the only con-
solation of a
cagey encounter
for Lampard

was a rare clean
sheet.

All four sides in
the group are on a
single point after
Rennes drew 1-1
with Krasnodar in

their first ever
C h a m p i o n s
League match in
front of 5,000
passionate fans
in Brittany.
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The inexperienced young
guns of both Rajasthan

Royals and Sunrisers
Hyderabad would like to put
their hands up in testing times
when both teams square off in
a must-win game on Thursday.

Whether it is Priyam Garg,
Abdul Samad of Sunrisers or
Kartik Tyagi, Riyan Parag of
the Royals, the youngsters
from both sides will be feeling
the pressure of doing some-
thing out of the box in case
their illustrious seniors fail in
that pursuit.

The Sunrisers are current-
ly tottering at the second last
place in the eight-team table
with just six points from nine
game while Royals are a notch
ahead with eight points after
their comprehensive win over
Chennai Super Kings in the
previous game.

SRH can’t afford to slip up
even one bit since another
loss would rule them out of
the Play-offs race.
The Royals would
hope to continue
with the winning
momentum and
hope that their
foreign recruits
continue to
perform like
they did
a g a i n s t
CSK.

T h e y
got their
c a mp a i g n
back on
track after two
heavy defeats and
would also have the
edge over SRH, which
lost to KKR in the
Super Over in their
previous game.

Losing Super Over
contests often push
teams back as KXIP
found out after their
opening loss to Delhi
Capitals. One more loss
would make it extremely

difficult for the Royals to stay
alive.

While Jofra Archer con-
tinues to be the backbone of
Royals’ bowling attack, the
wrist-spinning duo of Shreyas
Gopal and Rahul Tewatia were
terrific in the middle overs
against CSK and skipper Smith
would be hoping for an encore
from his bowlers on Thursday.

In batting, Jos Buttler
looked in ominous form
against CSK, forcing Smith to
play the second fiddle but RR
would need more consistent
partnerships upfront.

“I have been doing ok, not
quite scored as

many runs as
I  would’ve
liked to and

help the
team win
m a t c h e s ,”
Buttler said

on the eve of
the match.

T h e

opener is happy that Royals as
a team has found some
momentum going their way.

“We have started to play
better in the last few match-
es. We probably should have
won the last three but have
only managed to win one of
those, so we now have four
matches remaining, all of
which are must-win for us.
We will need to win all our
games to give us a chance of
making the playoffs,” Buttler
said, while admitting there is
a gap between top and bottom
four.

“There’s obviously a bit of
a gap between the top 4 and
us and we know the equation
for us, so we move on to the
next game with a hope to do
well and hopefully win against
the Sunrisers.”

All-rounder Ben Stokes is
yet to fire and Robin Uthappa
had been their weakest link so
far, which might prompt
Smith to give a go to someone
like Punjab dasher Manan
Vohra.

The other aspect that hurt
them is Sanju Samson’s form
which like every other year
has gone from good to bad
and now worse.

SRH, on the other
hand, would still  be
smarting from the Super
Over loss to Kolkata
Knight Riders on
Sunday.

David Warner and
Co would definitely
be hurt by that loss
but they need to
come out of that
shock quickly and
re-strategise if they
want to keep them-
selves afloat in the
T20 event. The
team heavily relies
on its batting unit,
mainly on the top
four comprising
Jonny Bairstow,
Warner, Manish
Pandey and Kane

Williamson.


